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THE LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 
PORTLAND, MAlNE 
7be rS!ag 
1957 
PUBLISHED ANNUALLY BY THE STUDENTS OF 
PORTLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
ODE TO PORTLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE 
Here once we paused in much bewilderment, 
And, midway in the churning stream of life, 
We caught the glimmer of a world content, 
Fa r, far beneath the whirling and the strife. 
And then to save us from the current's wrath, 
Where mighty rapids thrash about the brain; 
Before we to the common t ide could sink, 
You opened wide the path 
And let us enter to your rich doma in , 
And gave us man 's "collected works" to drink. 
Here now we pause again, far ouHrom land, 
And listen to the waters lash and swell, 
As , beating weaker boulders into sand, 
They quickly pass the strength they cannot quell. 
For such a strength is ours, forever more. 
Now we are destined forward e 'er to go, 
As others have, from that most precious day 
You opened wide your door. 
So, wherever life's long stream may flow, 
O' PJC beside us you will stay. 
L. V. Fulton 
3 
!Jore word 
In 1948 the students of Portland Junior College publi shed the first 
STAG. The edition's success induced the college administrators to adopt 
the yearbook as an annual publication. In the years following the 1948 
yearbook , the ST AG continually repeated its initial success and gradually 
grew into a traditionally valuable part of each college year. Now the 
ST AG Staff puts before you the tenth annua l publication, and hopes it 
wi ll not only be as successful , but also as praiseworthy as the nine preced-
ing editions. 
The purposes of this year's ST AG are identical with those of previous 
years. We have attempted to transcribe an entire year of collegiate 
activities, to record these activities in an appealing and noteworthy 
manner, and to present a book which will in later years, bring heartwarm-
ing memories to its readers. 
We have endeavored, pictorially, to recreate every campus event, 
every activity, every class within the pages of this book. If we have failed 
it is not because we didn't try, but only because of our insufficient 
experience and skill. And if we fe ll short of our goal of publishing a good 
yearbook we are willing to be judged failures - if we succeeded, simply 
treasure this book, for the joy of remembrance is a rewarding emotion. 
As Editor-in-Chief of the 1957 ST AG, I would like to utilize this 
opportunity to thank the students and faculty of Portland Junior College 
who made this publication possible. I extend sincere thanks to faculty 
advisor, Mr. E. B. Fred Clark, and to fellow staff members, Len Fulton, 
John Benoit, Clayton Goodhue, Jack Wood, Norm LaCharite, Royce 
Howes, Donald Quincy, Kilton Saunders, Harvey Jacobson, Dick Lewis, 
James Transue, Don Hallgren, and Wayne McDuffie. With such a staff 
I had not to lead, and was in fact, hard pressed to follow. 
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Your Editor, 
Rob Fay 
7Jechcalion 
MR. JOHN F. JAQUES 
"And still we gazed, and still the wonder grew, 
That just one man could do all he could do." 
The ST AG Staff of 1957 is honored to dedicate the tenth annual 
yearbook to Head of the English Department, Mr. John F. Jaques, 
the faculty member who has truly dedicated himself to serving ot hers. 
Mr. Jaques is not only the competent instructor of Freshman and Ad-
vanced Composition, English Literature, Journalism, and Public Speaking, 
faculty adviser to the News, TV Club, and Newsance, but he is friend 
and tireless counselor to anyone seeking his advice. He is always willing 
to help solve any problem any student might have. 
This, our way of saying thanks , we hope will partly repay him for his 
services in our behalf. Our appreciation and respect approach the heights 
of even Mr. Jaques' ability. 
Class of '57 
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2Joard ef <JJireclors 
RAYMOND S. OAKES 
President 
THEODORE S. JOHNSON 
Vice President 
PHILIP I. MILLIKEN 
Treasurer 
LOUIS B. FARNHAM 
Secreta ry 
Frederick N. Allen 
Louis Bernstein 
Percy F. Crane 
Franklin A. Ferguson 
Chester R. Hall 
Edward S. Hammond 
Walter H. Littlefield 
Harrison C. Lyseth 
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Edmund P. Mahoney 
Paul E. Merrill 
George B. Morill, Jr. 
Edward D. Noyes 
H. Duncan Oliphant 
Wayne E. Roberts 
Harry W. Rowe 
Ralph M. Sommerville 
J. Weston Walch 
George T. Nickerson 
acuity 
LUTHER I. BONNEY 
A.B., Bates College 
M.A. , Bates College, Honorary 
Dean of the College 
Instructor in Mathematics 
8 
JUSTIN 0 . JOHNSON 
B.S., Colby College 
Dean of the Faculty 
Head of Mathematics Department 
Instructor in Mathematics 
Survey of Physical Science 
Business Statistics 
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RALPH B. BALLOU, JR. 
B.S., Springfield Col lege 
M.S., Springfield College 
Director of Physical Education and Athletics 
Instructor in Biology 
ALFRED E. CLARKE 
A.B., Dartmouth College 
Director of Admissions 
Head of History Deportment 
Instructor in History and Government 
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E. B. FRED CLARK 
B.A.E., University of Florido 
M.A., University of Florido 
Head of Foreign Language Deportment 
Instructor in French, Spanish and English· 
GERALD E. DINSMORE 
B.S., University of New Hampshire 
Litt. M., University of Pittsburgh 
Instructor in Salesmanship 
ARTHUR L. FREUNDLICH 
A .B., Northeastern University 
A.M., Boston University 
Director of Psychology and Testing at Westbrook 
Junior College 
Instructor in Psychology 
ROBERT F. GOFF 
A.B., Bowdoin Col lege 
M.A., Bates College 
Instructor in Philology, Sociology, Algebra and 
Germon 
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THOMAS E. GAY, JR. 
B.S., University of Tampa 
Instructor in Introduction to Business, Principles 
of Economics and Economic Geography 
ERCEL GORDON 
B.S., Bates College 
Instructor in Pre-College Physics 
JOHN LEE GORDON 
B.S. Chemistry, University of Moine 
Heod of Chemistry Deportment at Westbrook 
Junior College 
Instructor in Chemistry 
JOHN F. JAQUES 
A.B., Bowdoin College 
A.M., Columbia University 
Head of English Deportment 
Instructor in Composition, Literoture, Speech ond 
Journalism 
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BENJAMIN R. GRAVES 
B.S., Connecticut University 
M.Ed., Bates College 
CLIFFORD R. JORDAN 
S.S., Bates College 
Ed.M., Columbia University 
Instructor in Pre.College Chemistry 
JOHN H. KEENAN 
A.B., Dartmouth College 
M.C.S., Amos Tuck School 
A.M., Columbia University 
Head of Economics Deportment 
Instructor in Accounting ond Banking Finance 
CAPT. JAMES A. LEWIS, U.S.N.R. (Retired) 
B.S., Bowdoin College 
Instructor in Algebra and Plane Geometry 
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' 
COL. HAROLD M. LAWRENCE, Me. N.G. 
S.S. in Business Administration, Boston University 
Reg ist ro r o nd Bu rso r 
Head of Accounting Deportment 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
Instructor in Accounting 
CECIL A. ROLLINS 
A.B., Colby College 
A.M., Harvard University 
Retired: English Deportment, Colby College 
Instructor in English 
WILLIAM W. SIMONTON 
A.B., Bowdoin College 
Head of Science Deportment, Portland High 
School 
Instructor in Pre-College Physics 
MURIEL 8. LEIGHTON 
Simmons College 
Librarian 
Manager of Bookstore 
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RUTH T. HUESTIS 
S.S., Boston University 
Instructor in Remedia l Reading, Westbrook 
Junior Col lege 
Instructor in Remedia l Reading 
DOROTHY A. FISHER 
Simmons College 
Secretory to the Deon 
CHARLOTTE McCORMICK 
Secretory to the Bursar 
VERA A. STEVENS 
Cafeteria 
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MARION BARTON 
Cafeteria 
HENRY J. DOHERTY 
Bui ldings and Grounds 
, 
en,ors 
KENNETH R. TAYLOR 
Portland 
liberal Ads 
Freshman Class President; Senior C lass President· Student 
Cou_ncil, Vice President I. President; Golf Team ·, a nd 2 ; 
Outing C lub I and 2. Genera l Chairman. Hunting Director 
I; TV Club I and 2. 
Capable of leading men, Ken was e lected President of his 
class both years. His ha rd work was an example for all. 
r!Senior Glass Officers 
Back row; Representatives-Peter Baade, Donald Ha llgren, John Benoit. 
Front row: Vice Presitlent David Ritchie , President Ken Taylor, Secretary Richard Miller , Treasurer 
Wayne McDuffie. 
18 
JOHN S. ANDREW 
Portland 
Bus iness Administration 
Outing C lub I and 2; Co.Building C hai rman 2; Ski Team 2. 
From the deep, dark, green forests of Maine comes the 
cry of the Portland Junior College Big Game H unters. 
" John! Where are you?" Being a silent man, John was not 
heard. With Lewis and CIMk methods he found his way 
safely back. John nevertheless is still one of the most active 
members of the Outing Club. 
JOSEPH T. BAGGS 
South Portland 
Business Administration 
Circle "K" 2; lntramurals 2; News, Advertising Manager 2 ; 
Outing Club I and 2. 
In desperate need of ads, the Portland J unior College 
News sent Joe out on· an ad selling mission. Shortly after, 
word was heard - "mission accomplished." Joe also sells 
sunshine. 
19 
ROBERT C. ANDREWS 
Yarmouth 
Business Administ ration 
Basketball I: Singing Club 2. 
Possessed of quick wit. Bob has, on occasion, slipped 
roaring bits of information into the inst ructors' lectures that 
added color to classroom activities. 
PETER BAADE 
Portland 
Liberal Arts 
O uting C lu b I and 2 ; Ski Team 2 ; TV C lu b I and 2; Intra-
murals I and 2 ; Student Council 2, Corresponding Secreta ry. 
Being an avid reader of philosophical texts, Pete has also 
found enough lime to devote lo academic and campus 
-,ctivities. He is -, deep thinker and has wide interests, which 
makes him a more than typical college student. 
VINCENT F. BATTLES 
Falmouth, Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Dean 's List I ; Jan C lub I ; Orchestra I; C ircle "K" 2. 
Vi nce was one of the originotors of the very active 
PJC Dance Band . His versa ti lity on the piano helped make 
Vince a rea ll y popular guy. 
JOHN J. BENNETT 
Portland, Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Jack is a confirmed believer in the phi losophy which 
says the world will be saved by heterosexual gatherings with 
a friendly atmosphere. 
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EDGAR R. BEAULIEU 
Saco. Maine 
Business Administratio n 
Camera C lu b I and 2, Secre tary.Treasurer I , Treasurer 2. 
Always active. Ed spent ma ny a n hou r deve loping pic tures 
for PJC activities. 
JOHN BENOIT 
Eliot. Maine 
Liberal Arts 
TV C lub I and 2; Dean 's List I ; Stag 2, Managing Editor· 
Circle "K" 2, Secretary; Student Council 2. ' 
His curiosity forever seeking answers, John was the king 
of classroom and cafeteria debaters. " He sought the sweet 
taste of success with the determined progress of a man who 
knew what he wanted." 
SHERMAN R. BRADBURY 
Auburn, Maine 
Business Administration 
On of the few commuters who rea lly enjoyed com· 
muting. Sherm made the trip to Portland from Auburn daily 
without suffer ing any noticeable loss of effectiveness when 
,I came to obtaining good grades or popularity among his 
classma les. 
GEORGE D. CONLEY, JR. 
Portland 
Liberal Arts 
Outing Club I and 2; Baseball I and 2 ; Student Council I; 
Freshman C lass Vice President; I ntramurals I and 2. 
Another outdoor enthusiast! Dan has led his class in many 
activities. He 's always there when needed. 
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ROBERT G. BRUNS 
Portland 
Business Administration 
Student Council , Representative I ; Band I and 2; Singing 
C lub 2; Basketball 2 ; Young Democrats' C lub 2. 
A Student Council Representative as a Freshman, Bob 
capped off his notable collegiate career at PJC by grabbing 
rebounds for the basketball team and performing creditably 
for the Band and Singing Club. 
ARTHUR G. DANIE 
South Portland 
Business Administration 
If Art doesn't have a list of activities under his name, 
it's only because he was not g iven time to devote himself 
to any one organization. He contributed much to the class's 
success and was always there when a ny college function 
needed a helping hand. 
ROBERT E. DARLING 
Portland 
Business Administration 
Outing Club I : Baske tba ll I and 2. Captain I and 2 : Base-
ba ll I a nd 2. Captai n I. 
His athletic ability evidenced in all campus sports, Bob 
followed the rules of good sportsmanship in both ath letic and 
academic encounters. 
JACK B. EVERETT 
Wintluop. Maine 
Liberal Arts 
An authority on English lit., Jack contribvted much 
to the friendly spirit at PJC. 
DA YID L. DYER 
Cape Elil<'lbeth 
Libera l Arts 
" The boy on the Ford convertible." 
NORMAN FARLEY 
Portland 
l ibera l Arts 
Baseball I ; TV Club I; Circle "K" 2 ; Orchestra I. 
Always friendly, Norm was active in many college activities 
and he was always in there pitching when it came test time 
too. 
ROBERT C. FAY 
Waterboro. Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Baseba ll I and 2: Stag 2, Editor-in-Chief: Dean 's list I ; 
I\Jews, Managing Editor I Associa te Editor 2. 
Rob's shyness will only fool you for a second. He cuts 
rhe rMximum sw<'lth with the minimum amount of noise. 
""d he likes to cul it with a pen. 
LEONARD V. FULTON 
Portland 
Liberal Arts 
Editor-in-Chief. News I and 2 ; Newsance 1; Stag I and 2, 
Associate Ed itor 2 ; Dean's list I and 2. 
Possessed with a bent toward ph ilosophy. th is writer of no 
mean ability gave prestige to a ll he touched. Excelling in 
oadership as well as in scholastic matter, his writi ngs were 
accepted eagerly by all the college publications. The student 
who fills Len's shoes will have to be o man. 
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BRIAN D. FOTTER 
Wotervi lle, Maine 
Busi ness Administro tion 
Ci rcle " K" 2: Intramura l Basketball I a nd 2 : Baseba ll I. 
Sparkling his team to a n in tram ura l championship, Brian 
proved himself quite agile in basketball activity. 
DONALD L. HALLGREN 
Portland 
Business Administration 
Circle "K" I and 2, President 2. Vice Presiden t I ; TV Club 
I; Baseball I and 2: Golf I ond 2: Student Council 2 : 
"Stag of the Year I." 
Don captured the first "Stag of the YeM" contest, become 
the Circle " K" President, a lmost beat Ke n Taylor in his bid 
for the Senior C loss presidency, and in general contributed 
much to the college. 
ROYCE E. HOWES, JR. 
Bath. Maine 
Business Administration 
Camera Club 2. President; Stag Co-Photographic Editor 2; 
Dean's list I; Outing C lub 2. 
A camera man of no mean ability. Royce reorganized the 
camera club and made good pictures a reality on campus. 
He will not be forgotten by any who knew him-and who 
didn't? 
RICHARD I. LEWIS 
Portland 
Liberal Arts 
Alumni Editor, News I and 2; Personality Editor, Stag 2; 
Camera Club 2. 
Interested in eve_rythi_ng. Dick was one of the most populi,r 
men on campus. H,s primary concern was Rhetoric but of his 
writing ability he need have no fears. The News Editor wi ll 
testify to that. 
24 
; 
NORMAN A. LACHARITE 
St. George de Beauce 
Prov. of Quebec, Canada 
Liberal Arts 
Basketball M11nager I and 2; Managing Editor, News I and 
2, Sports Editor I and 2, Associate Editor 2; Jazz Club 2· 
Stag 2, Co-Photographic Editor 2, Spor!s Editor 2. 
The artist, the sculptor. and the writer -Norm is tops in 
all three. He is one student who can apply the Freudian 
Theory to anything - whether it be history or Egyptian 
hieroglyphics. 
DONALD MARQUIS 
Brunswick. Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Dean's List I and 2: Circle "K" I and 2. 
Don is. one student who has everything : A charming and 
pretty w,fe. much ability, and the incentive to be successful. 
JAMES R. MARSTON 
Freeport, Maine 
Li berol Aris 
ntramurals I and 2; PJC Orchestra I. 
Jim's height and friendly smile made him a popular guy 
on campus. 
RICHARD R. MILLER 
Portland, Maine 
Business Administra tion 
Treasurer I; Secretary 2; Student Council Treasurer 2; Base-
ball I; Co-captain Ski Team 2; TV Club I and 2. 
G,ve him a couple of staves and he is a happy man. Dick 
is a friendly guy and PJC's noble proof of top skiing ability. 
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WAYNE C. McDUFFIE 
Portland, Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Student Council I and 2; Senior Class Treasurer; Basketball 
2· Baseball I and 2; lntramurels I; Ski Teem 2; Golf Team 
I ; TV Club I and 2. 
A man with many interests, Wayne has contributed much 
towards successful cempus life et PCJ. His leadership will 
be greatly missed as wi ll his knack of making friends. 
ROBERT W. MULLEN 
Old Orchard , Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Golf I and 2; lntramurals I and 2. 
The quiet man with the will-be brother-in-law. 
WINFIELD W. PHILLIPS, JR. 
Portland 
Li beral Arts 
C irc le "K" I; O uting Club I and 2; Longhair Club 2. 
Acfive all a round, Bud g ives you the idea that PJC is his 
foremost concern. From the record book it is. 
BOBBY L. PROCTOR 
Portland 
Business Administration 
Democratic Club 2. 
Bobby too_k top honors here. He has proven that di ligence 
and rust pla,n hard work are the decisive answers. 
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AGAMEMNON POULIOS 
Portland 
Liber-,1 Arts 
W ith no fear of Hi lton, Memo plans to go to Denver for 
courses in Hotel Management. 
THOMAN M. REDMOND 
Portland 
Liberal Arts 
Golf I and 2; News f , Managing Editor 2; TV Club 2. 
Tom c<!lme back for more, got 21 semester hours and a 
managing editor's labors. This fellow has no downright fear 
of work. 
DAVID E. RITCHIE 
Portland, Maine 
Business Administra tion 
TV Club I and 2; Circle " K" I and 2; Baskeiball I and 2: 
Baseball I : Vice Presideni Senior Class; Student Counci l 
Vice President 2; Dean's List I and 2. 
Dave contributed too much to PJ C for words to accurately 
describe him here. Not many will be able to follow the path 
he blazed. nor will many equal his friendly nature and 
abil ity to take it on the chin with a smile. 
TIMOTHY S. TRA YERS 
South Portland, Maine 
Business Administration 
Baseball Manager I and 2; Camera Club I and 2: Longhair 
Club 2. 
Tim's si lence was surpassed by his diligence and winning 
ways. 
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THOMAS M. SMALL 
Portland, Maine 
Liberal Ads 
Basketball I and 2: I ntramurals I and 2: Outing C lub I 
and 2 ; Fishing Chai rman I. 
Well, here's a rugged outdoor man with a winning grin. 
Tom is a great sport and a lways in there pitching. 
RAYMOND J. WELCH 
Westbrook. Maine 
Business Administration 
Circle " K" I ; Basketball I and 2. 
When he's on the floor he plays a mean game; off it he's 
an easy-going fellow. Ra y is liked by everyone around he re. 
DANIEL H. WENTWORTH 
Kennebunk Beach, Moine 
Liberal Aris 
lnlramurols I ond 2; Out, ng Club I ond 2. 
Dan is quiet, but don 't worry - he knows the what and 
wherefore of things. His good noture is unbeoten around 
hero. 
HERBERT l. WISHART 
Por tlend, Maine 
Liberal Arts 
Herb's cheerful smile brightened many e classroom here et 
PJC. 
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RICHARD WH ITE 
South Portland 
Libera l Aris 
Circle "K" I ond 2. Treosurer 2; Bosebell I; Camera C lub 2· 
lntramura s I ond 2. 
One of the key contributors to the Circle "K" C lu b's 
success Dick hod a knack of gelling things done that kepr 
him in much demand 111 PJC. 
JOHN M. WOOD 
Saco. Maine 
Business Administration 
O uting C lub I ond 2. Comping C hairma n 2; Basebofl I ; 
I ntromure ls I a nd 2: Stag 2, Business Manager; TV Club 
I and 2. 
Jack was one of the most act ive men on campus. He 
p layed a tremendous part in "democratizing " doss e lections. 
H is consistanf persistence lo " know where you stand" made 
him popular with students end faculty. Jock's dona t ion to 
PJC will be hord to motch. 
reshmen 
• 
Andreasen, Clifford Guy, Arthur C. 
Armstrong, James M. Gwarjanski, Joseph M. 
Atherton, William J. Hagan, Clinton A. 
Babson, David E. Hansen, Tracy M. 
Baggs, John W., Jr. Harder, James K. 
Baker, Lloyd E. Harris, Hartley 0. 
Barry, William Harvie, Leonard R. 
Bennett, Eugene A. Hasty, Richard G. 
Benoit, Frank T. Hedges, Philip E., Jr. 
Benson, Bernard Henderson, Richard L. 
Berry, Willis R. Higgins, Harold E. 
Bowes, Russell C. Higgins, John M. 
Brown, Edgar B., Jr. Hoadley, James l. 
Brown, Wilfred W. Hoctor, Richard J. 
Bruns, Robert G. Irish, Ormand W., Jr. 
Carpenter, Peter E. Jacobson, Harvey M. 
Cash, Robert H. Jezar, Joseph R. 
Cavallaro, Frank Kelley, Irvin W., Jr. 
Cavallaro, Carmine F., Jr. Keniston, Charles H. 
Chenard, Donald J. Kennedy, Richard A. 
Clark, Theodore A. Kittredge, Samuel W. 
Codere, Cyril A., Jr. Knight, John M. 
Cohen, Joseph Laughlin, Frederic P. 
Conlogue, Robert M. Leduc, Richard A. 
Conners, Franklin J. LeMieux, Victor 
Costigan, Ronald E., Jr. Lenentine, Guy P. 
Cox, John M. Libby, Roger H., Jr. 
Craven, Joel C. Linnell, John R. 
Cummings, Richard H. Lymburner, Ralph W. 
Daniels, Leo H. Macleod, Richard C. 
Denbow, Robert A. McAllister, Walter G., Jr. 
Desjardins, Roland R. McConnell, David M. 
DiPhilippo, James A. McCubrey, Philip W. 
Doughty, Charles E. McQuinn, Robert S. 
Eastman, Robert D. Maher, Raymond J. 
Ellis, Richard A. 
Manson, David A. 
Fay, Richard H. 
Marcotte, Paul G. Filliettaz, Henry L. 
Foley, Robert F. Maroon, Peter 
Fournier, Antonio B. Marsh, David D. 
Fournier, Norman Merrow, Philip W. 
Furrow, Mayland C. Miller, Thor 
Gain, Leo W. Mills, Alden R. 
Gay, Merritt J. Momborquette, Lloyd C. 
Gervais, Louis J . Morrison, Francis F. 
Glover, Richard K. Mosley, Robert G. 
Gross, Daniel 0. Napolitano, Peter S. 
30 
Nappi, Michael 
North, Robert W. 
Pacilio, Matthew H. 
Passman, Howard U. 
Perham, Bradley l. 
Perlman, Bernard H. 
Pesce, Ferdinand D. 
Plummer, John E. 
Poulin, Robert M. 
Quincy, Donald A. 
Redmond, Thomas M. 
Reny, Paul Y. 
Rogers, Gerald M. 
Romano, Alfred W. 
Safford, Page W. 
Saunders, Kilton l. 
Sawyer, Peter B. 
Shapiro, Neil M. 
Sherman, David S. 
Shiers, Robert W. 
Skillings, Howard E. 
Smith, Michael N. 
Smith, Sheldon C. 
Smith, William T. 
Steele, Ernest F. 
Steele, James V. 
Stickney, Maurice F. 
Swett, Richard L. 
Talbot, Paul F. 
Thayer, Richard W. 
Thomas, David M. 
Tierney, James G. 
Transue, James R. 
Turcotte, Richard W. 
Turner, Lincoln L., Jr. 
Tuttle, Richard W. 
Velentgag, Christy N. 
Walker, Richard E. 
Whitmer, Thomas R. 
Williams, Peter H. 
Williams, Richard F. 
Wishart, Herbert L. 
Woodcock, Blaine R. 
York, Wayne F. 
<Jres.hman Glass Officers 
Left to right: Secretary-Trea surer Phil Merrow, Presid ent Harvey J 1.1cobson. Re prese nt;,tive Ra lph 
Lym b urner, and Vice President Pe ter Maroon. 
A bse nt : Repre sentative C li fford A ndreasen. 
Although not the largest class ever to enter the halls of JPC, the 
Class of '58 combined the experience of the veterans and the enthusiasm 
of recent High School grads to effectively compete with the other 
classes in school spirit and willingness to learn. 
Harvey Jacobson was elected president in a spirited campaign that 
saw the entire ticket of the opposing party elected to serve with him. 
Peter Maroon as Vice President; Phil Merrow, Secretary-Treasurer; Ralph 
Lymburner and C liff Andreasen, Student Representatives, were also 
e lected to help lead the class toward its first goal in higher education. 
Members of the Freshman Class participated in virtually every school 
activity, being prominent in such clubs as the baseball and basketball 
teams, the Outing C lub, Dramatic Club, and the Camera Club. 
The Freshman class presented its biggest activity on April I I, when in 
conjunction with Gorham STC and Westbrook Junior College, it pre-
sented a Variety Show in the auditorium. Bud Quincy, with the assistance 
of the class officers and other members of the Class , played the .biggest 
part in making this show such a fine success. 
The Stag is sure that many first year students put in long hours of 
study every night, as ten Freshmen saw their names on the Dean's list. 
Our hats are off to these men. 31 
cSefeclecf Yreshman 9roups 
Back row: Richard Hasty, Charles Keniston, Wilfred Brown, Robert Poulin. 
Front row: Merritt Gay. Daniel Gr~s. Clinton Hagen, William Barry. 
Back row: Leonard Ha rvie, George LeM ieux, Alden Mills, Victor LeMieux. 
Front row: Robert Mosley, Matthew Pacillo, Robert North, Samuel Kittredge. 
32 
Back row: Howard Skillings, James Armstrong. 
Front row: Guy Lenentine, Richard Cote, David Sherman, Antonio Fournier. 
Back row: James Transue, Richard Leduc, Robert North, Phi lip Merrow. 
Front row: Robert Denbow, Harvey Jacobson , Robert Eastman, Frank Cavallaro. 
33 
Back row: Theodore Clark, Thomas Whitmer. 
Front row: Alfred Romano, William Loguercio, Richard Webber. 
Back row: Bernard Benson, Joseph Gwarjanski, Robert Cash, Donald Quincy. 
Front row: Richard Turcotte . David Babson, Louis Gervais, Raymond Maher. 
34 
... 
, Back row: Gerald La Plante, Donald Chenard, Page Saffo rd , David Manson. 
Front row: Paul Marcotte. Edgar Brown, Roland Desjardins. Christy Velentgas. 
Back row: Michael Nappi, Ralph Lymburner, Howard Passman, Frederic Laughlin. 
Front row: Peter Williams, James DiPhilippo, Peter Sawyer, Gerald Rogers. 
35 
re- co/leg~ 
• 
Adams, John 
Adams, Russell 
Andrews, Hugh 
Baker, Ernest E. 
Bankson, Lloyd 
Bartley, William 
Beland, Joseph R. 
Bombery, Norman J. 
Boudreau, Edward J. 
Brackett, Nathan A. 
Champlin, Arthur K. 
Coomer, Roderick L. 
Craine, Martin F., Jr. 
Crowley, Leslie B., Ill 
Daniels, Claude M. 
DePeter, Joseph F. 
Doten, Harold l., Jr. 
Edwards, Robert T. 
Esposito, Neil B. 
Ewing, Peter N. 
Gagnon, Richard A. 
Gauvin, Richard A. 
Goodhue, Clayton E. 
Hahne!, Edward H. 
Hansen, James L. 
Hartley, Robin S. 
Holt, Lloyd I. 
Hopkins, Kendall G. 
Jones, Lewis J. 
Jordon, Walter I. 
Keefe, Chester P., Jr. 
Konan, Phillip J. 
Lacharite, Maurice 
Paulhus, John C. 
Lefebvre, Edward J. 
Lord , Richard A. 
McMann, Richard A. 
Majeed, Albert J. 
Martelle, Thomas A. 
Miller, Kenneth A. 
Minott, John W. 
Morrison, George W. 
Murphy, Carl I., Jr. 
Nadeau, Normand R. 
Nicholos, Michael S. 
Oblinger, Robert J. 
O'Malley, Edward 
Patten, Raymond l. 
Trainor, James E. 
Potenzo, Frank A. Turner, Linden E. 
Profenno, Louis A. Vaillancourt, Robert 
Redlon, James F. Van Varick, Peter F. 
Roast, Robert E. 
Savoy, Arthur J. 
Silloway, Gregg 
Severance, Clifton K. 
Simpson, Edward E. 
Singer, Hallam 
Staples, Lee L. 
Stewart, Robert L. 
Talbot, Ronald J. Vassar, Thomas L. 
Thompson, Vinal L. Wakefield, Robert W. 
Thorne, Edward T., Jr. Welch, Bernard .J. 
Trafton, Norman E., Jr. Willey, Arthur 
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Pre-College C lass O fficers - Left to right : Martin F. C raine, Jr .. John E. Lynn, Edward J. LeFebvre. 
The Pre-College Class consisted of members during the 1956- 1957 
session. Most of these students were veterans who had already completed 
high ~chool and who were either reviewing certain subjects which required 
special' attention, or trying to attain grades acceptable for fur+her school-
ing. Members of the Pre-College Class found they had a heavy acceler-
ated program amounting , in most cases, to 25 semester hours a week. 
A typical Pre-College course consisted of two semesters of English, two 
of algebra and one each of geometry, trigonometry, chemistry and 
physics. 
The Pre-College Class of '57 is proud of its record but regrets that the 
merger of PJC with the University of Maine wi ll mean the termination 
of these secondary level courses. Th is will end a va luable service that 
PJC has offered since 1946; during this time- hund reds of students have 
taken the course, many of them going on to continue their education in 
colleges throughout the country. So, it is a matter of real regret that as the 
Pre-College C lass of '57 passes through the portals of Portland Junior 
College, the Pre-College course itself will cease to be. 
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cSelec!ed :?re~Go!Te!le 9roups 
Back row: Albert Majeed , Nathan Brackett, Chester Keefe. Edward O'Malley. 
Front row: Edward LeFebvre, John Lynn, John Minott, Linden Turner. 
Back row: Louis Profenno, Lloyd Bankson, John Adams, Hugh Andrews. 
Front row: Martin Craine, Norman Trafton, Michael Nichols, Vinal Thompson. 
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Back row: Neil Esposito, Edward Simpson. Peter Carpenter, Edward Thorne. 
Front row: Robert Stewart, Gregg Silloway. C lifton Severance, Kenneth Miller. 
Back row: Edward Hahnel. Raymond Patten, Ernest Baker, Robert Vaillancourt. 
Front row: David Lord, Ronald Talbot, Joseph Beland, Russell Adams. 
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thLetics 
:73as.keibaff 
Back row: Coach Ballou, Dick Ellis, Jack Linnell, Bob Bruns, Bill Barry, Ray Welch. 
Front row: Manager Norman LaCharite, Wayne McDuffie, Captain Bob Darling, 
Dave McConnell, Gerry Rogers. 
Not present when picture was taken: Bob Roast, Dick Walker. 
Manager Norm LaCharite and Coach Ballou. Captain Bob Darling 
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Ending another season of fine basketball playing, the Portland Junior 
College Stags have a 5 and 15 won-and-lost record to remind them of 
the past year. This includes the games p layed in the Western Maine 
Intercollegiate Basketball Conference, and the New England Junior and 
Small College Basketball Tournament. The record is unimpressive, and 
so perhaps are some of the scores. But not recorded and not in the 
score-book is the fine representation of fair p lay and good sportsman-
ship by the Stag hoopmen. 
Re-electing Bob Darling as Captain of the 1956-57 basketball squad, 
t he Stags welcomed Al Cummings as the second. veteran to report to 
Coach Ralph Ballou. Both men showed much talent, Darling on the line 
and on the court ; and Cummings as a boardman and a one-handed jump 
shooter. 
With a rapidly moving team turnover in the first semester, the Stags 
sta rred such f ine hoopmen as Bob Bruns, who developed into an out-
standing tap-in perfectionist and board controller; Dale Farnsworth, pro-
vid ing enterta inment for the spectators with his artistry in dribbling and 
p lay setting ; Russ Brown, well known local hook-shot sinker; and Mickey 
Higgens , who became a dependable forward. Other assets to the squad 
were Brian Fotter, Ed Mandell. Wayne McDuffie, Bernie Perlman, Dick 
Kennedy, Pete Atherton, Dick Cummings, and Gerry Rogers. 
The second semester introduced a few more basketball players to the 
squad in the form of Jack Linnell, well versed in the pivot position; Bob 
Roast, colorful set-shot artist; Ray Welch, fast charging guard; and Bill 
Barry, fast one-handed push-shot specialist. Credit is also given to Bill 
Walker, Dave McConnell. Tom Small, and Dick Ellis. 
()cores o/ 19.56,.,.57 0eason 
P.J.C. Opp. 
Ricker College .... ..... ......... ..... ....................... away 65 79 
Nasson College .... ...... .. ................................ away 70 78 
St. Francis College ..................................... . home 95 71 
Nichols Junior College ................................ away 49 92 
Windham College ........................................ away 80 82 
Springfield College JV's .............................. away 
G.S.T.C. JV's ...... .......................................... home 
58 78 
93 79 
Windham College ........................ ................ home 91 82 
Nasson College ....... ......... ............................ home 73 59 
G.S.T.C. JV's ........................................... .... . away 53 49 
Bridgton Academy ........... ........... ... ...... ....... home 84 92 
Maine Voe.Tech. Institute ....... ..................... away 63 79 
Maine Voe.Tech. Institute ............................ home 50 74 
U.N.H. Frosh ................................................ away 59 121 
Portland University ............................. ......... away 
Bridgton Academy ......... .. .. ............... ... ....... .. away 
St. Francis College ....................... ... .. .. .......... away 
67 72 
59 84 
59 62 
Bates College JV's ..... .................................. . aw~ 44 1 11 
Portland University ............................ ....... .. . home 76 80 
Worcester Junior College ........... ..... ........ .... away 64 93 
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Gour Im en 
Wayne McDuffie and Captain Bob Darling Jack Linnell and Bob Bruns 
Bill Parry 
Ray Welch and Dave McConnell Dick Ellis and Gerry Rogers 
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0bi <Jeam 
Wayne MacDuffie, Gregg Silloway, Peter Baade, Martin Crane , John Andrew, Richard Mille r, 
Robert Eastman, Robert Cash. Richard G rant. 
PJC's f irst ski team organized this year under Faculty Adviser Alfred 
Clarke had two meets with other Maine colleges. 
The club boasted nine skiers: Bob Cash, Dick Miller, Marty Crane. 
Dick Grant, Bud Eastman, Wayne MacDuffie, John Andrew, Pete Baade, 
and Gregg Silloway. Co-Captains Bob Cash and Dick Miller were out-
standing throughout the season. 
The team entered its first meet with Bowdoin, Bates, Colby and the 
University of Maine at Pleasant Mountain on January 13, with Dick Miller 
placing fourth in the slalom against a field of forty men. He finished 
with the excellent time of 61 .3 I seconds. 
The team produced its peak performance on February 16, at Bridgton. 
handing a stunning upset to Bates in another slalom tilt. Dick Miller, Bob 
Eastman, and Dick Grant froze Bates out of the top three positions. 
Another meet scheduled for Bridgton was cancelled as PJC's oppon-
ents were unable to participate. 
An outing for the club and interested students was enjoyed by many 
near Kingfield at Sugarloaf Mountain on February I , 2, 3. 
The team , especially for i+s first year, deserves kudos for the good 
account they gave for themselves in intercollegiate competition. 
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23asebaff 
A l the Oah 
Eleven Portland Junior College Stags reported to Coach Ra lph Ballou 
last March for the 1957 basebal l season. Only three veterans returned 
from last year's squad, Bob Darling-elected captain for the second 
season-Fred Pesce, and Dan Conley. 
Coach Ralph Ba llou held the first few practice sessions in the gym, 
transferred them to the small parking area on the West side of the gym, 
and when it became avai lable, the East Field at Deering Oaks was used. 
Capta in Bob Darling was the outstanding player this season, slamming 
the ball in a ll fields. The first two games saw him with two perfect days at 
bat, hitting three for three aga inst Bridgton, and four for four against 
Maine Vocational Technical Institute. Don Lary, Bob Roast, Bill Barry. and 
Leo Gain were other pace leaders. 
The Portland Junior College Athletic Department felt the need for new 
baseball uniforms, so fifteen sets were purchased for the new season. 
Other Portland Junior College students who were members of the 
team included such men as Tom Vassar , Phil Merrow, Joe Gwarjanski, 
Jim DiPhi llippo, Mac McConnel l, Jack Linnell. Dale Doughty, Len Harvie , 
and Pete Napol itano. Bob Eastman was t he team's manager. 
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PHIL MERROW BOB ROAST 
Opp. PJC 
Bridgton Academy ....... ... ............ ... 3 9 
M.V.T.I . .. .. ........... ....... ..................... 9 IO 
Bates College JV's ............ ... ..... ........ 7 12 
M.V.T.I . ............................... ........ .. ... 9 6 
Nasson College ....... ..... ....... ............ 6 7 
Ricker College ......... ........ ................ 23 4 
Bridgton Academy ......... .. ............... 5 6 
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9of 
Four Portland Junior College golf Stags won their matches 3-0 to out-
score Gorham State Teachers College 14112 - 3112 at the Riverside Munici-
pal golf course on May 8. Only one GSTC team member won his 
match, with one other scoring half a point by sharing the backnine point. 
Tom Redmond and Bob Cash started the match, Cash scoring 2112, 
and Redmond being edged out of a ll three points. They were followed by 
Bob McQuinn, Dave Ritchie, and Dick Turcotte, all sweeping three points 
each. 
The Portland Junior College golf team again showed its strength by 
defeating the Gorham Sta te Teachers College golf team I 3'12-41/i at 
the Riverside Municipal golf course May 14. 
Robert McQuinn of the PJC teemen carded a respectable 84 for the 
lowest sco re on the team. 
The Portland Junior College golf team went down one at Dudley, Mass., 
when Nichols Junior College outmatched the Stags with a 7-2 score on 
May 3. Bob McQuinn and Tom Redmond were the only individual scorers 
for PJC. 
McQuinn scored by winning his match and tying for the team match. 
Redmond tied for the 18 holes, giving him 1f2 point. 
Portland Junior College Stags who participated in golf matches this 
season were Bob McQuinn, Bob Cash, Tom Redmond, Bob Mullen, Dave 
Ritchie, Dick Turcotte, and Wayne McDuffie. 
The Riverside Municipal golf course was available to the Portland 
Junior College golf team for both the practice sessions and the matches 
this past season. Al Clarke, who coached the PJC T eemen, said t hat the 
course had been available previously, b ut only for matches - and at a 
fee. Credit for this no-charge use of the course was given to Mr. Ralph 
Ballou, Athletic Director of PJC, for obtaining it through t he City govern-
ment. 
Opp. PJC 
Gorham State Teachers College ................. 3lf2 141/i 
Gorham State Teachers College .................. 41/2. 131/i 
Nichols Junior College .......................... ........ 7 2 
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ctioities 
c5!udenl Counc_i/ 
Rear row: Clif Andreasen, Donald Ha llgren, Ra lph Lymburner, David Ritch ie, Edward LeFebvre. 
Middle row: Martin Craine, John Benoit, Kenne.th Taylor, Harvey Jacobson, John Lynn. 
Front row: Pe ter Maroon, Wayne McDuffie , Phil Merrow, Peter Baade. 
The Student Council , its members chosen by the campus elections of 
October 31, held its first meeting on November 7 to organize for the 
coming school year. With Ken Taylor presiding as President, the members 
elected the following officers: Vice President. David Ritchie; Recording 
Secretary, Harvey Jacobson; Treasurer, Richard Miller; and Correspond-
ing Secretary, Peter Baade. 
Previous to October 31. the Rump Council, returning members of last 
year's body, sponsored Mountain Day, an annupl event held at Bradbury 
Mt. State Park. Games, food prepared by the facu lty, and the added 
feature of a parachute jump by Jack Wood, were features of the day. 
Throughout the school year the Counci l worked in harmony on admin-
istrational matters such as approval of budgets, sanction of club charters, 
and similar duties. 
This year found the Council taking an active part in the Winter 
Carn ival. Usually an Outing Club function, this year's Carnival was spon-
sored by both groups. Snow scu lpture awards were presented at the 
Coronation Ball , in the gymnasium, for originality and thought. The 
event was well attended by students and guests. 
President Kenneth Taylor resigned in the second semester, and his 
position was filled by David Ritchie. Richard Lewis was then elected as 
a Representative of the senior class to bring the Council to its quota. 
The Student Council wishes to thank Faculty Adviser Col. Harold 
Lawrence for his aid throughout the year - " without him the easy would 
have been d ifficult" - and a lso the student body for its cooperation. 
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7.he c5!ag 
Rear row: L. V. Fulton, Pele Williams, Jack Wood. Bud Quincy. 
Front row: Rob Fay, Norman LaCharife, Harve? Jacobson, Royce Howes. 
Missing when p icture was taken: John Benoi t, C layton Goodhue, Richard Lewis, Kilton Saunders, 
James Tran sue. 
Believing that your judgement of the quality of this yearbook should 
be base'd solely upon the evidence, the Stag Staff of 1957 desires not to 
tell you of its accomplishments but rather to show you. 
Associate Editor 
L. V. FULTON 
Personality Editor 
RICHARD LEW IS 
Photographic Editors 
ROYCE HOWES 
NORMAN LA CHARITE 
Sales Manager 
PETE WILLIAMS 
Editor-in-Chief 
ROB FAY 
Assistant Editor 
CLAYTON GOODHUE 
Business Manager 
JACK WOOD 
Treasurer 
JAMES TRANSUE 
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Associate Editor 
JOHN BENOIT 
Art Editor 
BUD QUINCY 
Sports Editor 
NORMAN LA CHARlTE 
Advertising Managers 
HARVEY JACOBSON 
KILTON SAUNDERS 
7.he Xews 
Back row: Ro b Fay, Leonard Fulton. Fi rst row: J a mes Transue, Norman LaCharite. 
In October 1956, The Portland Junior College News began its 20th 
year of publication, and its second year under three veteran editors, 
Editor-in-Chief, Leonard V. Fulton, and Associate Editors, Robert Fay 
and Norman LaCharite. Early in the year, several Freshmen showed much 
interest in the publication, and Hallam Singer, Louis Gervais, and James 
Transue became Managing Editors of respe.ctive issues. Thomas Red-
mond, a senior, also managed an issue. 
Valuable aid was given to these editors by the rest of the staff. 
Royce Howes, a senior, supplied the News with its pictures, Dick Lewis, 
another senior, covered amazing ground as Alumni Editor, Senior Joseph 
Baggs provided the publication with more advertising than it had ever 
had previously, and Norman LaCharite covered the sports scene. A fresh-
man, George Lemieux, took over the new position of Exchange Editor. 
Other valuable contributors throughout the year were, Clayton Good-
hue, a Pre-college student who wrote the weather column, "Clem Says, 11 
under the nom de plume, " Clem-Ka-Diddle-Hopper, 11 Freshman Bud 
Quincy, whose novel ca~toons added much to the paper, John Benoit, 
a spirited senior who influenced much News opinion, and Freshman Walter 
McAllister, an essayist whose column, "The Wastebasket," gave the 
paper more intellectual appeal. Valuable advice and guidance was given 
by Mr. John Jaques , the Faculty Adviser, and his new Journalism class. 
Another major forward step was taken with what had previously been 
a bottle-neck News circulation. Two Freshmen, Merritt Gay, and James 
Steele, took the job in hand, and by mid-semester in the fall, had ironed 
out all ·the difficulties and were getting copies to Alumni a couple days 
after publication. Steele also corrected the lengthy addressograph files. 
"The staff feels that the tremendous success of the News was due to 
the cooperation and interest of all those who wrote it, and read it." 
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Newsance's Ed itors : James R. Transue, and Kilton L. Saunders. 
Every Wednesday morning during the year saw a sea of Newsances 
waving in the assembly as PJC students avidly perused its contents. 
The Newsance began its fifth year of publication with an a ll-freshman 
staff. Kilton Saunders, an experienced journalist, was selected by Faculty 
Adviser John Jaques as Editor-in-Chief. The publication of the two-page 
weekly soon devolved into a one man job. The staff dwindled as school 
work and other activities took their inevitable toll. 
Saunders, from the beginning, formulated the policy of giving the 
students what was needed most: a responsible newspaper instead of a 
gossip-sheet. 
James Transue joined the staff in November and took over the editor-
ship in the second semester when Saunders left the staff. Transue con-
tinued Saunders ' policy of presenting a balanced and lively paper, one 
that throughout the year came up to a high journalistic standard. 
Twenty-four editions of the Newsance were published during the yea:, 
and since it was the only current news-source for the student body, ,t 
adopted the policy of presenting the news in capsule form in the " Calen-
dar, " except for the "big" stories, which received larger treatment. 
More comprehensive news coverage was left to its big sister, the News. 
The paper served also as a forum for student opinion, pF'esenting many 
"letters-to-the-Editor" throughout the year. " Letters" was made a regular 
feature in the second semester. 
Because of its responsible attitude and accuracy, the Newsance was 
held in high esteem by both the faculty and students. 
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Camera Club 
Bad row: Robert Denbow, Robe rt North, Tom W hitmer, C hes te r Kee fe . J ohn Adams, Wi lfred Brown. 
Front row: Edgar Beaulieu , Ma!thew Pacillo. Richard White . Royc e Howes. Samuel Ki ttredge, Louis 
Gervais, Willis Berry. 
No t present when p icture wes taken: Lesli e Crowley and Pete W illiams. 
Organized is, perhaps , the best word to describe the 1956-57 PJC 
Camera Club. Under the able direction of President Royce Howes, 
the club promptly and professionally provided pictures for every college 
activity and was one of the most active, if not the most active club on 
campus. 
The first activity sponsored by the club was a "get-acquainted" social 
for the members prior to the election of officers. Once forma lly ac-
quainted, the members conducted the e lection under the supervision of 
Faculty Adviser E. B. Clark. The results were as follows: Howes, President; 
Charles Bullett, Vice President; Robert Denbow, Secretary; and Edgar 
Beaulieu, Treasurer. 
The next steps were a new constitut ion, and supervised classes for the 
members in laboratory and photography procedures. Under the guidance 
of the newly-elected officers, both projects were completed, with the 
classes being continued throughout t he year. 
In March, the club raffled off a $49.50 Winthrop wrist watch with 
Freshman Richard Kennedy emerging as the lucky owner. Three other 
students won 8 x IO picture enlargements. 
Thanks to this year's membership, next year's club will have an equipped 
photo-laboratory. Under Howes' leadership, t he club purchased a new 
electronic flash unit, a secondary flash unit, and a number of additional_ 
pieces of laboratory equipment. 
It a lso purchased four movie films which were made available to all 
campus activities. 
Active throughout the year, the dub credits much of its success to 
the cooperation achieved between members. The Stag agrees and would 
li ke to point out two members for special recognition: President Royce 
Howes and Treasurer Edgar Beaulieu. 56 
Back row: Gregg Silloway, Pete Baade, Jack Wood, Wayne McDuffie . 
Middle row: Pete Williams, Robe rt North , Richard White, Dan Conley. 
Front row: Dave Ritchie, Mr. Alfred C la rke. Rust y. Ken Taylor. 
Some of those absent when p icture was taken included: Tom Small, John Andrew, Robert Cash, 
Dick Mi ller, e nd Bernard Benson. 
Under the guidance of Faculty Adviser Mr. Alfred Clark~ and General 
Chairman Ken Taylor, the 1956-57 version of the P JC Outing C lu b con-
tinued to p lay its long established role of activity at +h_is :ollege. ~+her 
administrators: Hunting Chairman, Martin Crane; Bu ilding Chairman, 
John Andrew ; Rifle Chairman, Ed LeFebvre; Fishing Chairman, Tom 
Small; Skiing Chai rman , Bob Cash; and Camping Chairman, J~ck Wood, 
maintained successful member relationships and gave the club firm leader-
ship throughout the year. . 
The club joined forces with the Student Council to present the s~cond 
annual PJC Winter Carnival , an affair judged by many as the biggest 
success story of the college year. Staged at _the camp~s a ud itorium and 
Dyke Mountain on March I, 2 , and 3, the Win:er Carn ival fe?tured such 
attractions as imported snow, a snow-sculpturing contest which saw the 
Pre-College's Rabbit winning top honors over :he Fre~hma~ Stag ~~d 
the Senior's Polar Bear; a Tea Dance, a Coronation Ball in which Patricia 
Hayman was chosen Queen, and many outdoor activities during the all 
day outing at the mountain. . . . . . 
A hunting trip to Cary Pond in Bingham which was en1oyed_ by nine-
teen cl ub members, ice fishing excursions throughout the winter, the 
introduction of a building fund in the hopes of its continuance next ye_ar, 
the formulation of a Rifle Club which repeatedly shot up the Marine 
Reserve Training Range in Portland, a fishing trip, and a week-end of 
mountain climbing were among the other activities sponsored by the 
O uting Club. . 
Another importarrt part of the club was the Ski Club whose accom-
plishments are recorded on page 47 of this yearbook. 
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Jazz 23ancf 
Leh to right: Edward LeFebvre, Robert Bruns, Jack Lynn. Donald Quincy, Chet Keefe. 
Spreading sharps and flats at va rious school f unctions, t he Portland 
Junior College Jazz Band, better known as the Dixielanders, complet ed a 
busy year of music making by exporting their sounds to other schools. Bud 
Quincy, able Frosh trombon ist, d irected t he group and led them to West-
brook Junior College and Gorham High School for jazz concerts. 
Gorham High School invited the group to play at an October 26 
concert. With Wayne McDuffie as Master of Ceremonies , the Dixie-
landers featured Vince Battles at the p iano, Ed LeFebvre on the drums. 
Jack Lynn on the trumpet, a lumnus Jim Libby on sax, and Bud Q uincy on 
trombone. 
In order to augment the Westbrook Junior Col!ege group on Novem-
ber 5, the PJC musicians p layed at a political rally to initiate Citizenship 
Week at WJC. Bud Quincy directed the group and played the baritone 
horn, wit h Jack Lynn, Dick Turcotte , Bob Bruns, and Ron Shaw on trum-
pets; and Kilton Saunders, and Russ Brown on t rombones. 
W ith Westbrook Junior College. Senior Barbara Meister vocalizing , 
the Dixielanders present.ed a concert at WJC on December 3. Vince 
Battles and Ed LeFebvre were in the rhythm section , Jack Lynn on trum-
pet, J im Libby on sax, and Bud Q uincy on trombone. 
Following t he C ircle K C lam Supper on February 2 1, the Dixie-
landers presented a short concert in the PJC gym. Th is featured Chet 
Keefe on guitar, Vince Battles on p iano, Ed LeFebvre on drums, Jack 
Lynn on trumpet, J im Libby on sax , and Bud Quincy on trombone. 
At the Combined College Variety Show on April 11 the group sup-
ported t he show by presenting their st yle of music. This fea tured the 
Chet Keefe Trio, with Chet on guitar, Jack Lynn on trumpet, and Ed 
LeFebvre on drums; and also the whole ensemb!e, adding Vince Battles 
on p iano, Bud Quincy on trombone , and Don Chenard on bass. 
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Jazz Gfub 
Left to right: Norman LaCharite. Dona ld " Bud" Quincy. 
Absent whe n picture was ta ken: Norman Fa rley. 
I 
In comparison to past yea rs the Portland Junior College ~az~ Clu~ has 
been rather dormant during the 1956-57 school year. Beginning with a 
membership of over thirty-five students in the first_ semester, the member-
ship dwindled down to a rather indefinite number 1n the second semester. 
Nonetheless the Jazz Club did present its annual concert, "Jazz on the 
Campus,'' on May 5. The concert boasted ~:me o'. the _largest and '_' coo(e.st' ' 
collection of Jazz musicians of the year - including five greatly d1vers1f1ed 
groups emceed by WPOR's Ken Garland. The bill lis~e_d Don Doane, 
Freddie O'Connell. Bob Libby, Joe LaFlamme, Gene Wh,t1ng, John ~up-
till , Merle Ha llet, Bill Foster, and Dick Conwell. Featured ~ere the piano 
stylings of C laude Noel, and the vocalizing of the beautiful Laura Gar-
land. A surprise guest was Terry Keefe. the twenty-one year old protege 
of C laude Noel. 
The concert lasted for three solid hours, audienced by a small list ening 
group of 150. And, although it was consider~d a musical success, there 
was a reported financia l loss . The three committees were hea~ed ~y Bud 
Quincy, contracts; Norm Farley, publicity ; and Norm LaChar,te, t ,ckets. 
Mr. Thomas E. Gay. Jr. was the Jazz Club Fac.ulty _Adviser. Mr. Gay, 
a Stan Kenton enthusiast, donated the service of h,s h,f, record player and 
his disc collection many times during the season for various club and 
school activities. 
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X Club 
B11ck row: H11rvey Jacobson, Norman Farley, Joseph Gwarjanski, Frank C av11 f!aro. A lfred Romano. 
S~cond row: D11_ve Ritchie, RichMd White , Don Hallgren, John Benoit, W ill iam Log uercio. 
First row: (hold,ng banne r) James DiPhilippo, Donald Marquis. 
This year's Circle K C lu b was blessed with a strong, active member-
ship. From the beginning it was evident that much would be accom-
plished for the campus and the members. Officers chosen at the first 
regular meeting were , Donald Ha llgren, president; Clifford Andreasen, 
vice president; John Benoit, secretary; and Richard White, treasurer. A 
board of d irectors was set up to aid the regular officers. Elected to the 
board were, Fred Pesce, Ralph Lymburner, and Peter Maroon. 
The annual Beaver's Ball was presented on April 27, with a theme of 
"Pirates." Don Hallgren was the chairman for the event which again this 
year was very popular. 
A clam supper and dance were held on February 21, in the college 
auditorium. This event was well attended. Ralph Lymburne r was chairman. 
Throughout the school year the club held a number of socials for members 
and their guests. The programs included games, movies, and food. The 
high point of the year for the club occurred on February 26 when our 
K club jo ined the International Organization of Circle K C lubs. We 
received membership cards, guidance bulletins , and other materials as a 
result of the union. 
In line with this year's theme of " bettering the campus, " the c lub pur-
chased a toaster for the cafeteria, conducted a poll on campus spirit, 
and spent money benefiting persons on campus when aid was needed. 
Project A.M. was put into effect. This project will continue next year since 
it is concerned with bringing to America the wife of a P.J.C. student. 
The Circle K C lu b wishes to express gratitude to Dean Bonney, it s 
faculty adviser, for his assistance during the year, and to Mr. Spencer 
Fearon, our adviser from the Portland Kiwanis C lu b, for his aid in club 
functions. The club was very fortunate in having these two gentlemen. 
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7Jramalic Club 
Left to righl: George R. LeMieux, Louis J . Gervais , Robed G. Mosley, James R. Transue, and 
Royce E. Howes. Jr. 
Not present when picture was la ken: Robert Hall, C hester Keefe, Robert Conlogue, Richard 
C ummings, Howard Passman. 
The Dramatic C lu b climaxed its activities May I, 2, and 3, with pres-
entat ions of a four act comedy, "The Gay LQrd Quex," by Arthur W. 
Pinero at Westbrook J unior College. This ·comedy of manners and morals 
in the Victorian era was presented in conjunction with the Dramatic Club 
of Westbrook Junior College. Mr. Clapham Murray, Director of Dra-
matics at WJC, directed . 
Bob Mosley starred as " Quex" and J im _Tran sue and ~het K~efe 
played supporting roles as Valma, the palmist, and Captain Bastling. 
Severa l g irls at WJC also participated. 
In November, the club presented, also in cooperation with W JC, two 
one-act plays: "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals," by James M. Barrie, 
and " Halls of Healing" by Sean O'Casey. . 
The former, described as the "best play to come out of the first 
World War," featured J im Transue as Ken' Dowey in the lead, whi le 
Dick Cummings and several WJC girls provided excellent support. Gail 
Andres. a senior at Westbrook, directed. " Halls," a gay farce about 
drugs and doctors , starred Bob Hall as the doctor, and also featured 
Louis Gerva is and Bob Conlogue, and four girls of W JC. 
James Transue was selected as president for the second semester, 
succeeding Bob Hall. 
The club completed a very successfu l year, one of several years of 
Thespian cooperation between the t wo clubs. 
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Back row: Clayton Goodhue, Robert Vaillancourt, Maurice LaCharite, Edward Boudreau, Bradley 
Perham. 
Middle row: Donald Marq uis, David Ritchie, Bobby Proctor, Frank Cavallaro. 
Front row: Leslie Crowley, Merritt Gay, J ames Transue, Louis Gerva is, Fronk Potenzo. 
Absent when picture was taken: Alton Langer. Wi lliam Loguercio. Leonard Fulton, Norman Nadeau. 
James Steele. Richard Glover, David Sherman. 
Getting on the Dean's List is a goal all students set but only few 
attain. Most of them are also active in clubs, sports, and other campus 
activities. Any one of them will tell you that getting into their envious 
position is no easy task, as there is no quick way to the List. 
This year these select students were honored for the first time with 
special certificates, which were presented by Dean Bonney in an assembly. 
The students who gain a place on the Dean's List meet stiff require-
ments. At Portland Junior College, one must obtain a 3.2 average or 
better. In most colleges the required average is 3.0, which means 
straight " B's." It takes a ll " B's" plus one "A, " in a curriculum of 15 hours. 
In a curriculum of 18 hours, a ll "B's" and two "A 's" are needed, and as 
the hours increase the requisite also increases. 
The students in the above picture are the ''select few" who attained 
Dean's List grades during the first semester. When distinguished accord-
ing to class affiliation the resu lts show but four Seniors, ten Freshmen, 
and seven Pre-College students. The poor showing of the seniors serves 
but to exemplify the increased difficulty in obtaining high grades as 
students climb the educational 'ladder. 
Still , _+he Freshmen may rightfully be proud when-and-wherever they 
read this page, for by p lacing t en of the ir members into th is select group 
they have achieved a notable accomplishment . 
The Stag staff, each and everyone, salutes these Dean's Listers. May 
they forever be as successfu l, and may this college forever be as for-
tunate in obta ining students of their ca li bre. 
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Back row: Robert Bruns, Wayne McDuffie, Robert Andrews, Alfred Romano. 
Front row: Donald Chenard, Chet Keefe, Matthew Pacilio. 
"Music is harmony; harmony is perfection; 
perfection is our dream; and our dream is Heaven" 
Seems that when former PJC student Chet Keefe returned to this 
campus for a year of Pre-College work , he figured a little "heaven" was 
in order. 
Chet didn' t have to p ick his guitar many times before Mr. A lfred 
Clarke, an old hand at the harmonizing game, volunteered his voice. 
Together, Chet and Mr. Clarke, organized the singing group with their 
ma in object being to "get together and have a good time." 
Experienced singers Donald Chenard, who had once appeared on the 
Ed Sullivan Show with a Barber Shop Quartet while in the service, and 
Leo Daniels. who had p layed the lead in the Portland Lyric Theater's 
production, The Student Prince, proved to be valuable additions. 
Other members of the group included Matthew Pacillo, Wayne Mc-
Duffie, A l Romano, and Robert Bruns. 
The group made an exceptionally successful debut in the big April 
11 Variety Show. About the worse anyone could say of these singers is 
that they were just having "a good t ime" and about the best, that they 
spun for us, out of notes and lyrics, qu ite a portion of Amiel's heaven. 
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JV Club 
Front row: John Benoit , Dave Ri tchie, Wayne Mc Duffie , J ad Wood. 
Bad row: Pete Baade. Ralph l ymburner, Ken Taylor. 
The Portland Junior College television program, "On the Spot." has 
concluded its fourth year of activity. The half-hour stint was viewed 
five times over channel 6, WCSH-TV, in Portland. Mr. John Jaques, club 
adviser and head of the English Department at the college, has been at 
the helm since the club's beginning. 
Each program consists of a panel of four club members who ask ques-
tions of prominent persons, putting them "on the spot." Rotation gave 
each member of the club a chance to appear before the cameras. 
The club started its busy year by firing questions at Denis Blais on 
October 8, 1956. Blais, State Secretary of the C .1.0., was questioned at 
length on union functions in Maine. 
Samuel J. Conner, Traffic Eng. of Portland, was put through the ringer 
on November 8. He talked on Portland's parking problem and facilities. 
Colonel Robert Marx, Chief of the Maine State Police, appeared be-
fore the panel on December 27. The answers given by Col. Marx to queries 
presented by the panel explained many problems of highway control and 
patrol that few of us knew before. 
Politics came into focus with the start of a new year. John C. Donovan, 
~v1aine Democratic Chairman and Associate Professor of Government at 
Bates College, was a challenging personality for those on the January 24 
program: at times he placed the panel on the spot. 
The Republicans were represented when John Weston, Maine Repub-
lican Chairman, came before club members to answer questions pertain-
ing to future p lans of his party, and to offer a rebuttal to Mr. Donovan. 
Harvey Jacobson bolstered the rndio end of the club, giving inter-
esting bits of news of local collegiate activities over WLOB, Portland, 
throughout the second semester. 
The club was composed of active members who worked as a unit which 
enabled the club to present a satisfying year. 
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napshots 
cSlay if I.he '!)ear Ganchd:zles 
Left lo right: Bud Quincy, John Benoit, Dove Ritchie , Don H11llgren, Norm11n LaCh11rile. 
Benoit Polls 22; Dave, Norm 
Tie; Quincy Alone; Swede In 
John Benoit doubled the votes of his nearest two rivals with 22. 
Dave Ritchie and Norm LaCharite tied for second place with 10 each. 
Bod Quincy emerged t he only victorious Freshman by racking up 
8 ballots. Don "Swede" Hallgren again got into the running with 7 
votes. 145 students par ticipated. It was t he second annual "Stag of t he 
Year" Primary E lection, held on Wednesday, March 27, in the PJC 
Auditorium. 
The stag of the Year contest was originated in 1956 by the editors of the News 
and the Newsance in an attempt to set a precedent that could be continued in the 
coming years by these publications. 
In the first contest the Newsance carried out the Primary e lection with the News 
running the final election, but this year the editors of both papers worked together 
in promoting both electio ns. 
Contest 06g,notors, L. V. Fu ton 11nd Rob Fay, 11nd P.J.C.'s first 
St11g of the Ye11r, Don H11 llgren, c11sting their votes. 
James Transue, News11nce Editor. 
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Quin cy Wins cSla!J if '!)ear Vole 
Fresh man, Donald " Bud" Quincy, gathering in more votes than any of his four senior 
oppone nts could muster, added another honor to his growing list of laurels - P.J.C.'s 
Stag of the Year. 
Bud, already an exper-
ienced artist. mus1c1an , 
salesman, and journalist 
had so im pressed his fe l-
low students in his aca-
Student Council Presi-
dent Dave Ritchie was 
14 votes down with Sen-
iors Norm LaCharite, 
156 student s voted in 
the election with Quincy 
receiving 54 votes, 
Ritchie Next As Bud 
Gets 54 of 136 Total 
Receiving 51 of lhc 1:36 volci, cast 
:ind 11 more than Senior Class and 
Student Council President Dave 
Ritchie, F reshman Bud Quim·y was 
chosen PJC's Hl5G-57 " Stag of the 
Year'' by the ::,tu<lent body on 
Wednesday, May 15, in the collc~e 
auditorium. 
Quincy's vic-
tory closely paral-
leled that of Don 
"Swede" Hall-
gren's last year in 
the first of the 
annual elections. 
Like Hallgren he 
was the only 
Freshman to 
emerge victorious , ,,,. 
from the Primary 
Election and his c~ inl . 
four opponents ,u ·~ 
like those of the l !)55-56 '"Sl.1g of 
the Year's" were nll Senior,;. 
Now a Senio1·, Ilall[!ren, whom 
the student bodv onrc al!ain -.elected 
as a worthy ca11llidate for the honor 
in this year's Primary E lcclion, 
could muster but I votes in thl' May 
15 Election, running fifth in the 
voting. 
Three other Seniors. Ritchie, 
Norm LaCharite, and J ohn Benoit. 
finished second, third, and fourth in 
the voting- with 85, 25, and 18 Yoles 
respectively. 
Coordinator of the recent Yariety 
Show and Jazz Concert, Quincy's 
extracurricular activities include 
t he college band, the Jazz Club, the 
Yearbook, and the NEWS. He is a 
veteran enrolled under a Liberal 
Arts curriculum at PJC. 
demic and extracu rricu-
lar endeavors, he re-
ceived votes from a ll 
t hree c lasses. 
John Benoit, and Don 
Hallgren following in 
o rd er. 
Ritchie 40, LaCharite 
35. Benoit 25, and Hall-
gren 18. 
The honor is a high one, signifing respect. popularity, and much abi li ty, and we on 
the Stag staff are proud of this Stag of the Year, who does so much so well. Our hands 
go out to him, our lips forming the words " An honor we ll earned.'' 
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"Gay Lord Quex" 
Play Scores Hit 
by James R. Transue 
"The Gay Lord Quex," by Sir 
Arthur Wing Pinero, was featured 
May 1 and 2 at Westbrook Junior 
College by the Dramatic Clubs of 
that school and Portland Junior 
College. 
Robert G. Mosley and Scott 
Ormsbee starred as Quex and 
Sophy Fullgarney. The play, de-
scribed as "a hilarious p;irody on 
Victorian manners and morals," 
follows an involved four-act plot 
from garden to boudoir to prove 
that love is pretty potent stuff after 
all. 
The audience seemed almost 
unanimous on two counts: Scott 
learned a great amount of lines very 
well; and Janet Houle as the 
Duchess of Strood, an old flame of 
Quex's, was particularly outstand-
ing in her acting. 
The cast, with their relationships 
with other members of the ensemble 
follows: 
Robert G. Mosley as Lord Harry 
Quex was a man with a nefarious 
past which included the Duchess. 
Scott Ormsbee as Sophy Fullgar-
ney was a pretty proprietor of a 
beauty salon and tried alternately 
to make and break up romances. 
Janet Houle as the Duchess of 
Strood was a beautiful golddigger 
who was going to miss Harry. 
James Transue as Valma was a 
professional palm-reader, and was 
in love with Sophy and she with 
him. 
Chet Keefe as Captain Eastling 
was a dashing young hero with a 
fast line who got shipped off to 
Hong Kong. 
Mary Alice Chandler as Muriel 
Eden, the "typical creamy English 
girl," was engaged to Quex but 
loved Eastling. ' 
Polly Peterson as Mrs. Eden 
Muriel's mother, kept a sharp ey~ 
on Quex. 
Clapham Murray as Sir Chi-
chester Frayne was an overamorous 
cohort of Quex's. 
Mary Jo Digby as Lady Ow-
bridge, Quex's "dear Aunt Julia," 
was the top lady of the social 
totem-pole. 
Dianne Kimball, Donna Elliott, 
and Nancy Newsome worked for 
Sophy and occasionally got in the 
way. 
Dianne Libby as the first lady got 
out of the way. 
Clapham Murray, the director 
'lnd Director of Dramatics at WJc' 
s,iid "this is the best cast I eve; 
directed, and the most cooperative." 
. Janet Kay was the assistant 
director and Gail Andrews was 
stage manager. 
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Variety Show 
Is Smash Hit 
Leaving SRO 
by George Lemieux 
The long awaited Variety Show, 
combining talent from Gorham 
State Teachers' College, West-
brook Junior College, and Port-
land Junior College, was held in a 
sell-out performance at the PJC 
Auditorium on April 11. An en-
thusiastic crowd of 400 took in the 
two-hour show, leaving many peo-
ple standing, and called for four 
encores during the evening. 
"Euphonium" by Bud Quincy 
and Jim Transue seemed to be the 
most successful single act. Gor-
ham State was represented by "Vo-
cal Solo," with Ellen Parson, "Sec-
ond Duet," by Gloria Tevan and 
Bruce Carlson, and others. 
"The Faux Pas" from West-
brook Junior College gained an en-
core in a top performance. That 
college also combined with PJC in 
"Miss Wilson and Friend," by 
Natalie Wilson and Phil Merrow, 
and "Steam Heat," by Dianne Kim-
ball and Jim Transue. 
The Show came to an end with 
"The Hungry Five Plus Two," a 
PJC group that brought the house 
down with a seven minute version 
of "When the Saints Go Marching 
In.'' Ed LeFebvre and his terrific 
drums supplied the rhythm. MC 
Don Hallgren did a magnificent 
job. 
A lunch followed the Show and 
a dance was held after the audi-
torium was cleared. 
fVr I Winier Carnival 
Ill 
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----.,,,. 
-~~~y ~ , . . ·,t ·~t· ·,.·· . Real cool bear 
=--~ 
The expectant bunny Kill the competition The Queen -,nd her Escorl Ticket holder Coffee for ten. 
Fleet Pete Tumbling Tom 
The gang at Dyke. 
..... 
PJC's slalom champ. 
Man! What a cool pipe Heading for the Boondocks 71 
Yi(ounlain 7>ay 
Quiel! Don't wake the shovels! We buy it by the truckful. 
Wonder what the reg is for?? The Loomers 
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Mac's found the lro~ble. These shovels aren 't sleeping. 
That's work, brother! 
Just step aside, boys! 
Pull ing guard duty. Scouts Bui what's this?? 
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For the second successive year the Stag takes pleasure in presenting 
excerpts from various issues of this year's Portland Junior College News. 
The excerpts, as chosen by the Editor-in-Chief of the News, Leonard V. 
Fulton, represent a miscellany of news stories, features, and columns 
which appeared in the college monthly publication during 1956-57. 
L. V. FULTON 
Editor-in-Chief of the P.J.C. News 
Editor-in-Chief Fulton guided the college newspaper during both his 
years as a student at Portland Junior College. W ith assistance from 
Faculty Adviser, John Jaques, and student writers - John Benoit, Nor-
man LaCharite, Rob Fay, James Tran sue, Louis Gervais, C layton Good-
hue, Walter McAlister, Hallam Singer, and Richard Lewis - Fulton built 
the News into a responsible and highly informative college newspaper. 
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'On The Spot' 
Starts Fourth 
Year On TV 
"On the Spot," the Portl!lfld Jun-
ior College television program pre-
sented by the T. V. club, is ~O!Jl· 
mencing its fourth year of activity 
under the faculty direction of Mr. 
John F. Jaques. This year, a.s. in 
previous ~ears, the club will qu~s-
tion prominent persons who are ~n-
volved in a present controversial 
issue. . 
Plans are underway to schedule 
Dean Hauck, President of the UniM 
versity of Maine, and Mr. B. 
Stevens, Highway Commissioner, 
for future progratnS. 
Mr. Jaques, club advisory and 
head of the English Department 
at t he college states that, "the 
club will attempt to give all mem-
bers a chance to appear before the 
cameras." The program is seen on 
Channel 6, WCSH, at one to 
one-thirty P. M. with dates of the 
programs being announced in ad-
vance of .showing. 
Club members this year are: 
Seniors: Peter Baade, John Benoit, 
Robert Darling, Don Hallgren, 
Wayne McDuffie, David Ritchie, 
Ken Taylor, and Jack Wood. Fresh-
men: David Babson, John Cox, 
Richard Fay, Edward Mandell, 
Philip Merrow, Donald Quincy, 
Robert Mosley, Neil Shapiro, and 
James Transue. Special Student: 
Roy Leo. 
Disc 
Wax 
Turner Flips I 
At Lot Hop 
Harvey Jacobson's Responsible 
Party held a record hop, Friday, 1 
October 26, at the college audi-
torium for the purpose of raising 
·funds with which to recondition 
the parking lot at Portland Junior 
C o 1 1 e g e. With Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas C. Gay officiating, local 
disk jockey Arnie Kuvent spun the 
platters in the fifty-cents-a-couple 
a.ffafr. 
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Swede Is "Stag" 
ponald "Swede" Hallgren, the only freshman to survive the primary 
elections, was named Portland Junior College's "Stag of the Year", for 
1955-56, by the student body in an election held May 29 at the college. 
The contest, dra'\vn up by the editors of the "News" and the "News-
ence" in an attempt to set a precedent that could be continued in the 
coming years by the publications, was supported at the polls bv one 
hundred and fourteen students. Of the total votes cast Hallgren col-
I 
lected thirty-one with Wi11iam Gagnon finishing a strong second with I 
twenty-seven. Robert Bowen, Fred Howard, and Paul Caron receive:! 
!wenty-five, eighteen, and fifteen v?tes, respectively. . j 
JI.ere~ flow . · · I 
!Jt Wortj I 
There are no by-laws in the Po1-t-
, land Junior College Constitution 
stating- that a man has to be nomi-
nated on a party slate. This busi-
ness of a party slate has been a 
misinterpretation and also a mis-
leading factor in school elections. 
A student docs not have to belong 
to a party or a clique to be nomi-
I nated as a class officer. 
In the past few years cliques 
have organized party slates and 
campaigned in order to gain con-
trol of the student government. 
This virus was injected, took effect, 
and now students imagine that a 
whole party slate has to be passed 
in in ordet· to be 11ominated. This 
is not true. 
There has also been a question 
as to whether a man may be nomi-
nated for two diffe1·ent offices. This 
is another election matter that has 
to be cleared up. A man, if an ade-
quate amount of petitions are 
signed, may run for every class 
office on the ballot. This has not 
been done in the recent past and it 
has been a terrible waste of good 
officer material. If a good man 
runs for President and is not 
elected, he decides that the class 
rejects him and refuses to put his 
all in class activities. This would 
not be so if he also ran for another 
office and became elected. 
All a man needs is five names on 
a petition in order to be nominated 
for any office. 
Elections will be held two weeks 
from Mountain Day. All nomina-
tions must be handed in to Al 
Clarke one week from elections 
date. Now is the time to look 
around for the best mate1·ial for 
class officers. These elections are 
not popularity contests. A man 
must not only be a natural leader 
and an active club member, but 
also a s tudent of high standard. 
Student government is important 
in every col1ege but even more so 
at Portland Junior College. Not 
only do they haYe many duties to 
perform but they also have com-
plete cont1·ol of distributing a stu-
dent fund that wi111·each $1400 this 
semester. It's your school and your 
money. You are the ones that elect 
your leaders. And do just that, 
I 
~ .I 
, -~ ~I 
''Swede", now a senior, is study· 
ing Busine;1s Admini;;traiion at 
Portland Juui.or ColJege in prepa-
ration for a transfer to the Public 
Relations department of Boston 
University. A graduate of Port-
land High School in 1952, Don, 
though not a veteran. has sCl'\'e,i 
three and one-balf years in the 
Naval Reserve. 
While a freshman. Hallg-ren 
proved to be oue of ihe outstanding 
student leaders in the college I 
''Swede"' was chairman of the , 
Scotch Auction, Program Chairman I 
for the Freshman Spring Social, 
Vice President of the Circle K club, 
a member of the golf and baseball 
teams, and appeared on the college 
t<>levi!!iOn program "On the Spot." 
Besides earniJ1g the sufficient re-
spect to enable him to win the first 
annual "Stag of the Yeai·" contest, 
Don added to his scholastic and ex-
tra-curricula activities the experi-
ence of holding down two jobs off 
campus - one as head waiter at 
I Angelone's and the othe{ as model 
I for A. H. Benoit on the Dance Party teJe·dsion show. This yeal' 
he is employed at the Carter Bro!'. 
J eweh'y store in Portland while 
continuing to appear on television 
once a week. 
1Vhen asked by the "News" for 
his opinion of this year's seniqr 
class, Hallgren said, "The senior 
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On a cool, crisp October Wednes-
day, I heard a sentence handed 
down i1pon an educational institu-
tion. The sentence sounded like 
this: 
"You institution of higher learn-
ing, are hereby directed: 
1} To cease your efforts which 
I have previously been directed to-
wards aiding those persons who are 
turned down by other colleges due 
to below par high school records, 
for such persons do not belong to 
a c-:>llege campus. 
2) To do away with your small-
college spirit and replace it with 
a feeling of mass production and a 
finished product. 
3) To reduce your present stand-
ing of a transfer rating to that of 
a secondary college within a col-
lege. 
Institution of higher learning, you 
hnve heard the sentence and you 
are directed to comply in full by the 
faJJ of 1958." 
.A Student Answers the Indictment 
1) Do not destroy the Horatio 
I Alger characteristic of this college, 
where education knows no bias. 
The future is for those who p1·e-
pare for it, but the erro1· of youth 
knows no future, so don't close 
the door on a person who desires 
knowledge. Check the record and 
you will see where this school has 
enriched society many times, with 
persons who asked only to prove 
themselves. 
2) Rich and full in mind is the 
person who has had the opportunity 
to study at a small college. He is 
no pawn on the educational chess 
board, moved about by the power 
of del)artmentalization. 
Rather he is molded into a more 
thinking and a more colorful per-
son by the close association with 
his :faculty and with his classmates. 
3) I returned to this college as 
a senior, because I could not afford 
not to return, so rewarding was my 
first year. Students who have 
spent two years at this college 
need not take a back seat to other 
two years college students across 
the nation. This is proven by the 
record. 
My hope is for continuance of 
present leadership and a cancel· 
lation of the above sentence. 
John Benoit, Jr. 
class still has all the ingxedients 
that made it a good freshman class 
last ;rear. It has some qualified 
leaders but it still needs more." 
The first "Stag of the Year" went 
on to say that the approaching 
elections would mold the class's 
success fo1· the year and urged his 
classmates "to elect the best quali-
fied candidates regardless of popu-
larity." 
w 
Rightest Gets Majority 
Taylor, Jacobson Win Top 
Seats On First Balloting 
Ken Taylor, last year's Freshmen Class President, spotted Jack 
Wood one parachute jump (m :'.fountain Day but defeated Wood and 
Rwcde Hallg-ren by ten and fifteen votes respe<:lively to \,in tho Seniot' 
Clas::: Presid<>n<·y in an election held Ort.ober :n at Portland Junior 
College. Taylor, representing the Hight Party, reeeived twent.y-three 
of the forty-five votes cast. 
Dave Ritchie gained the Vire- s<.'ven offices pl'oviding his petition 
presidency in the second ballot by I contained the required number of a twenty-nine to sixteen eclge over sisrnntures. Right-Partiest Win-Don Hallgren after he and Hallgren field Phillips, and Jack Wood were 
had a twelve-vote deadlock in the eliminated in the first ballot for 
first ballot. The new method of Vice-president. 
electing senfo~ class officers made Dick Miller and Wayne McDuffie 
Rnllgren eh1nble to compete f?r I tied in the first ballot for Secretary 
t~e o_ffice after ~emg defeated ~n with thirteen votes apiece but Mil-
h1s bid for. fres1d_ent. pnder t~1s ler outgained his opponent in the 
method-utihz~d 1~ this electi~m second ballot to emerge the winner 
for the first time m campus his-
tory-a student could run for all (Continued on page Six) 
Taylor Jacobson mine winners. John Benoit was 
, the only Representative elected on 
(Cvnlinncd from page Orw) 
by a twenty-four to twenty-one 
majority. Miller served last year's 
Freshman Clai;s as Seeretary and 
Treasurer. Jack Wood and the 
Right Party's Bob Deletetsky, with 
kn and eight votes respectively 
in the first ballot, did not qualify 
for the second voting. 
l\fclluffie Bounces Back 
McDuffie bounced back from his 
defeat by Miller and was elected 
Treasurer in the first of two one-
vote decisions by edging Richard 
Lewis in another second ballot de-
cision, twenty-three to twenty-two. 
Lewis, a membel' of the Right Par-
ty, led the first ballot with seven-
te<Jn votes to .Md)uffie's eleven but 
fai led to gain a majority of the 
votes cast. Robert Darling received 
nine votes and Jack Wood eight, 
al::;o in the first ballot. 
Eleven Seniors were bidding for 
the three Representative seats on 
the Student Council and it re-
quired five ballots to finally deter-
Camera Club 
Picks Howes 
the first ballot with a majority of 
twenty-four votes. Pete Baade, Bob 
Darling, Len Fulton, Don Hallgren, 
Thomas Small, and Jack Wood all 
rl!ceived the necessary support to 
qualify them for the second ballot 
with John Andrew, Robert Fay, 
Arthur Danie, and Dan Conley 
being eliminated from the race. 
No Representatives were elected 
in the second ballot but as the 
Right Party's Pete Baade and Jack 
Wood received twenty-one and 
twenty votes respectively it was 
decided to place just their names 
on the third ballot and elect one of 
them to the Student Council. Eli-
gible to compete in the fourth bal-
lot against the loser of the Baade-
Wood contest were Thomas Small, 
ol the Right Party, with fourteen 
votes, and Don Hallgren, with thir-
teen. Len l<'ulton and Bob Darling, 
with tleven and nine votes re-
spectively were eliminated. 
Baade defeated Wood by the 
narrow margin of one vote, twen-
ty-three to twenty-two. Thomas 
Small was eliminated in the fourth 
ballot which saw Hallgren and 
Wood remain eligible but lacking 
the necessary votes for election. 
On the fifth and final ballot of the 
election Don Hallgren edged out 
Roy Howes Jr., a Senior, was Jack Wood by three votes-twenty. 
elected President of the Camera five to twenty-two-to gain the 
club in the club's October 26 third Representative office. 
meeting in the faculty room. An- Jacobson Lone Wolfer 
other Senior, Charles Bullett Jr. Harvey Jacobson, the lone mem-
was chosen Vice-president with bet· of the Responsible Party to be 
i:::r11ior Edw:wd BoudrC'a11 1mmed elected, was chosen President of 
8ec1~tary-Trea~urei-. Last year's the Ft·eshman Class by a fifty-four 
President Hollis Allen a_nnounced to forty-six margin over the Co-
that h~ would not be available for I operative Party's Peter Williams. 
reelection as h~ would only be at William's Co-operative Party swept 
the college until February. the remaining four offices by wide 
The Camera club also approved majorities. 
the new charte1· and by-)aws ih~t Peter Maroon gained the Vice-
had been drawn up by actmg Pres1- presidency by twenty-eight votes 
dent Allen a!1d Robert Denbow. over the total cast for WiJJiam 
The clu~ contains several nev.: mem- Angel, and Phil Merrow defeated 
bet's this y~ar and. accordmg to Joel Craven for the Secretary-
ml.'mber Louis GervaJS there should 'I Treasurer position by a winning 
b" new enrollment throughout the • · f 
Year. l\fr. E. B. Clark is faculty I margm o . twenty-two votes. 
advisor to the Camera club. '79 
F~y Receives I 
Nod For Stag 
Robert C. Fay, a senior, has 
been appointed Editor-in-Chief of 
the Stag, the Portland Junior Col-
lege Yearbook. according to an 
announcement by faculty advisor 
Mr. E. B. Clark. Fay is nlso alteT-
nating as Associate and Managini;:-
Editor of the Portland Junior Col-
lege NEWS. On the Dean's List 
the second semester as a J?rcsh-
man, he was active as Managing 
Editor of the NEWS and was the 
varsity catcheT on the baseball 
team last spring. 
He hopes to make journalism his 
career possibly transferring to the 
University of Maine next year. 
Fay, also, is a member of the Circle 
K 
Ra!'<h of Appointments 
According to the faculty advisor, 
the new Editor-in-Chief followed 
his confirmation with a rash of 
appointments. Edito1·-in-Chief of 
the Portland Junior College NEWS 
L. V. Fulton and John Benoit, ah;o 
on the NEWS staff, were named 
Associate Editors. Fulton, a Senior, 
who had writing experience before 
coming to Portland Junior College, 
as a bowling columnist for the Yo-
kohama Engineer Depot Digest, 
was on the Dean's List twice last 
year and was a member of the Out-
ing Club. 
Benoit, the Sect'etary of the C:u•-
cle K, is a Senior class Rperesen-
tntive Oil the Student Council. He 
was also on the Dean's List twice 
},.st year, nnd is an active member 
of the college television program 
"On the Spot." 
Geol'ge LeMieux: was chosen 
EdH.orial As'Sistant. A Freshman, 
ho has done valuable groundwork 
on the Stag already this yem·. He 
was Co-editor of the Brunswick 
High School Yearbook last year. 
Richard Lewis, Alumni Editor of 
the NEWS, was named Personality 
Bditor. Lowis is a Senior. 
Ft·eshmen Peter Maroon and 
David Babson have been appointed 
Sports Editors. Maroon is also 
Vice-p1·esident of the Freshman 
clnss and Sports Editor of the 
NEWS. 
Wood Business Manager 
Mr. Clark was "especially en-
thused" over Fay's selection of 
Senior Jack Wood as Business 
f Manager of the Stag. Wood, Co-
ordinator of the Outing Clul>, was 
a must on Fay's original list of 
respective appointments. Fresh-
mnn class President Harvey Jacob-
~on, and Joseph Baggs, Advertis-
mg Manager of the NEWS, were 
chosen as Advertising Managers. 
Peter Williams, a freshman who 
was here last year as a Pre-college 
stud~nt, wns ~amed Sales Manager. 
Lewis Gervais, Feature Editor of 
the NEWS, was named as Typist. 
I 
Mr. Cla1·k also disclosed that 
seven other students-Richard Fay 
Kilton Saunders, William Atherton' 
I 
Bernard Perman, Mayland Furrow: 
Ralph Lynburner, and Winfield 
Phillips-have shown interest in joining the Stag staff. 
U. Of Maine, PJC Merger Looms As 
Meet Here College Directors 
On :J/ie Decloraf 
College 
Last year's April Fool's edition 
of the Portland Junior College 
" News" ran an editorial entitled 
"New System Needed'' that stressed 
the need of devising a more prac-
t ical sys tem of selecting delegates 
for the two national conventions 
and, thus, allowing more of the 
eligible voters to have a voice in 
selecting the two Presidential 
nominees. We recommended then (and still do) that each state hold 
a presidential preference primary 
that would give clear counsel to 
delegates in the party presidential 
conventions. 
The editorial also s tated that the 
people advocating that the Presi-
dent be elected by some means 
other than the electora l college 
were taking the cart before the 
horse. The "News" still supports 
that policy but we feel that, inas-
much as this is an election year, 
our readers are entitled to an ob-
jective analysis of the electoral 
system. 
Summarized the electoral system 
is one in which the total electoral 
vote in each state goes to the can-
didate with the highest popular 
vote. There are namerous criti-
cisms cf .such a system; the chief 
of which we ha\•e outlined as fol-
lows: (1) The electoral vote doesn't 
always hold true to the real senti-
ment of the country, (2) Millions 
of votes for the President go prac-
tically uncounted and as a result 
' Boards To Ask Legislation For 
Necessary ·charter Amendments 
Raymond S. Oakes, pres ident of the board of directors at Port. 
land.Junior College, clarified recently published reports of the proposed 
merger between this college and the University of Maine at the Octo-
ber 24 Wednesday mo,•ning assembly. 
· Mr. Oakes emphasized that Port-
many voters don't bother to go to 
the polls, (3) It's possible to elect 
a President who hasn't received the 
majority of the popular vote, (4) 
Small states are ignored as a 
source of Presidential and Vice 
Presidential talent, and (6) Politi-
cal parties are forced to concen-
trate· too heavily on the large and 
unsure states. 
The conservative South says that 
the Twelfth Amendment ought to 
be reWTitten and the electoral col-
lege abolished. But the progressjve 
North says hold fast, explaining 
that a new system, no matter how 
simple and rational, would raise 
many new l?roblems and, thus, off-
set those ehminated. 
However, the chief objectors to 
reform are the various labor unions 
and other minority grou_ps that 
would lose much of their' present 
influence over both parties if the 
Presidential vote were to be di-
JYided in proportion to the popular 
vote of each state. 
Sometime in the future "there 
wil1 be another move to change the 
electoral system (the last attempt 
was tarned down in 1950) and at 
that time the present s tudehts a t 
Portland Junior College will have 
to share in the decision. We hope 
that each reader will conduct his 
own investigation of t)lis system so 
that he will be ready to support his 
opinion when the time arrives. 
Nappi 
News 
To 
For 
Collect 
Public 
Michael Nappi, a Freshman, has 
been appointed Publicity Agent of 
Portland Junior College according 
to an announcement by John 
Jaques, !lead of the college Eng-
lish Department. Nappi will collect 
news of scholastic and extra-cur-
ricular activities on campus , mimeo-
graph the news stories, and mail 
them to radio and television s ta-
tions, and various newspapers in 
southern Maine. 
Another Freshman, Frank Caval-
laro, was chosen as Nappi's As-
s istant. 
Nappi expressed the hope that 
s tudents having news concerning 
Port land Junior College would noti-
iy him. He said that he expected 
to cooperate closely with the col-
lege newspapers. Already he has 
had two news storie$ published in 
Portland papers. 
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land Junior College is now in as 
strong a position, financially and 
otherwise, as it ever bas been, 
and that the proposed merger has 
long been the subject of earnest 
consultations between Dean Luther 
I. Bonney and -president Arthur 
Hauck of the University of Maine, 
and the governing bodies of both 
colleges, in their mutual search for 
ways and means to offer the best 
possible educational opportunities 
.to the youth of Southern Maine. 
Mr. Oakes said he could not give 
any exact details of how the pro-
posed merger might be affected 
or what changes it might entaii 
here. "It cannot be accomplished 
ove1·n.ight, however, since both col-
leges must await the pleasure of the 
state legislature in amending their 
charters to permit such a merger " 
he said. Mr. Oakes stated that the 
Portland Janior College board of 
directors will not countenance any 
proposal which would in any way 
impair the professional status of 
I members of the faculty here, nor 
the free transfer of a Portland 
Junior College student to any col-
lege other than the University of 
Maine. I Haack, in a statement for the 
Press Herald, said the branch 
m e r g er would enable Portland 
Junior College "to bi:oaden its cur-
l riculum, particularly in the field of science and engineering." Hauck 
I told governor Muskie that the mer-ger "would certainly require state 
fonds, but bow much could not be 
j. determined at this time.'' He stated that the University would presum-
I ably take responsibility for Port-
I tand Junior College assets, but 
that it would require legislative 
J approval. 
by "Mac'' 
Within the next ten years this 
country will probably be a state-
lite of Russia. There are two rea-
sons fo1· this statement; the tre-
mendous scientific advances of the 
U. S. S. R. and the horrible lack 
of any really effective military and 
civil defense in the United States. 
The first of these cannot be helped. 
Due to the fact that Russia has 
under her control two to three 
times our P-OPUlation, she a]so has 
two to three times the ntLmber of 
scientists we have. Quantity can-
not replace quality, but due to her 
habit of making all of her people 
work for the state, Russia can get 
a lot more out of her technicians 
than America can. 
Anybody who has read the re-
cent science fiction novels of the 
"Wot'1d War Ill" type will i-ecog-
nize the real danger of our un-
prepared defenses. Tomorrow by 
Philip Wylie and Not This August 
by C. M. Kombluth both describe 
the horror of the next war and, 
although America wins in the last 
two chapters, it seems that the 
aut hors wi-ote it that way so the 
books would sell. What can Ameri-
c:1 do; what can the world do, for 
if America falls so do the rest of 
the free nations? In the opinion 
of this observer, the only answer 
is a strong, central world govern-
ment. 
In the United Stal.es today, this 
Is a dangerous thing to say. Tlie 
Cir! Scouts were nearly crucified 
t>y the American Legion because 
their handbook contained a para-
graph in favor of the U. N. And 
yet, as Ben Franklin might have 
said: if the nations of the world 
don't l1ang together, they are 
g o i n g t o h a n g each other 
separately. 
What does world government 
mean to America? It means giving 
UJJ a lot of our freedom as a nation. 
It means that we may be ordered 
around by a Russian.. It means 
pledging allegiance to the same 
flag as the Chinese. And it means 
working at the same job at the 
same pay with a Negro, a Jew, a 
Pl1iHpino, or any other of the races, 
religions, and nationalities we may 
be prejudiced against. 
However, if this country is to 
last for more than ten years, if 
we are ever going to get to the 
point where a guy can apply for a job or try to go through college 
without the fear· that the best years 
of his rue will be interrupted by 
I militai:y service, if the day is ever 
' goin]t"' to come when the terrible 
threat of an A-bomb attack is no 
more and our mental hospitals are 
no longer filled by the terrified, 
. and finally, if we are ever going to 
I make the dream of space-flight a reality instead of using it in mak-ing Intercontinental Ballistic Mis-siles, first we must fashion our-
- selves a stronger world govem-
ment so that we may have a strong-
er world. 
- - ---, 
Hoopmen Trounce 
Nasson In · Streak 
Portland Junior College won 
theil' third game in a row, their 
fourth of the season, and their 
second in the Western Maine In-
tercollegiate Basketball Confer. 
ence, when Captain Bob Darline 
and forward Bob Bruna acored 19 
points each to help defeat Nauon 
College of Springvale in a home 
game on January 14. With a low 
midway score o:f 30-26 in favor of 
Nas,on, the Stags rallied 47 points 
in tJoe second half to crown the loss 
on ti1e visitors. 
Other double hitters for PJC 
were Russ Brown with 17 points, 
and Mickey Higgins with 10 points. 
I The guns for Nasson were Novin-ski, B. Greenough, Pigott, and P. 
Greenough, with 13, 12, 11, and 
10 points following in that order. ' 
Dean Cites Lincoln - Nehru 
Christmas Assembly 
I Camera Clubbers 
Plan Art Stress 
'Ihe Camera Club held its first 
meeting on Friday, the 28th of Sep-
tember, in the faculty room and 
the PJC Camera Club's dark room. 
Twelve students 1·eported to Mr. 
E. B. Clai-k, the faculty advisor. 
Hollis Allen, last year's club Presi-
dent, conducted the meeting. 
Mr. Allen said that the emphasis 
will be placed on the teaching of 
the arts and techniques 1·athe1· than 
the mass-producing of photogra-
phers and photographs. 
The newest feature in the line 
of equipment this year is a Rolli-
cord camera. The enlarger and the 
electric dryer are also recently ac-
quired pieces. There is also a print 
washer and all sizes dark room 
trays for portrait or snapshot fin-
ishing. Mr. Allen states that there 
is approximately $1000 worth of 
equipment in the dark room. 
The election of officers will take 
place at the third meeting of tbe 
club. 
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"There are th,;,ae who believ.e 
that the only proper function of an 
in&titution of learning is the train-
ing of the mind. But people do 
what they do, not only because 
they think, but also because they 
feei, and the proper cultivation of 
the emotions is extremely impor-
tant. 
"At this season it is particularly 
fitting that we should emphasize 
this phase of human growth. 
"I i-ecommend to you all the 
reading of biography as a hobby, 
and it is no secret that my favorite 
subject is Abraham Lincoln." 
I 
The Dean then took care to point
1 out that Lincoln is not just an 
Ame1·ican hero. Not only we, but 
educated men throughout the 
whole civilized world marvel that 
while living at the very center of 
all the terrors and passions of the 
Civil War he could still speak from 
his heart, "With malice toward 
none, with charity for all •.. " 
Referring to the recent visit of 
I, the Prime Minister of India, the Dean noted that even a person so 
outwardly strange to us as Mr. 
Nehru appreciates Lincoln so very 
keenly that among his personal 
trophies he cherishes a carved rep-
lication of Lincoln's right hand. 
- To him it is a symbol of the per-
fect union of strel'!gth and tender-
ness. 
Continuing his emphasis on 
emotional values and motivations. 
the Dean then · ended his brief re-
marks with this Ch1·istmas greeting: 
"My wi<;h for you is not so much a 
happy Christmas as a Joyous one." 
by L. V. Fulton 
In the light of several recent 
campus discussions which have, 
on occasion, turned the cafeteria 
into a forum, I would like to place 
a check mark beside the name of 
Plato. 
Probably the 
big question is on 
his practicality, a 
sickeningly aged 
question, thrown 
from all corners 
at all theory. But 
if we think about 
it we will see that 
everything stems 
from objective 
theorr, and the i· 
practical applica- ,,;:iiS, 
tion is forthcom-~ z ~ 
ing through necessary modifica-
tions. 
The psychological problem, says 
Plato, is tha t men are ruled from 
three sources. That these sources 
are desire, emotion and knowl-
edge! and they work in all men in 
varying degree,. Some men are 
ruled by desire. 'l'hey want money 
luxury, material goods-they ar~ 
the businessmen and worke1·s, i. e., 
the masses. And tbete are those 
men who are driven by emotion. 
They are courageous men, and 
their jo:v is in power, adventure 
and Yi<;tory. They leave the mar-
ket plat'e for the battlefield. They 
are the soldiers. 
But there remain a few men in 
whom neither the flame of desire 
nor the throb of feeling are domi-
n!l.nt, for they are ruled by wisdom. 
Thei1· love is for meditation, under-
standing and truth. These are the 
men, driven by knowledge, who 
shall rule ''The Republic" (Plato's 
"Utopia") . And Plato warns that 
"ruin comes when the trader wl10~e 
beart is lifted up by wealth, be-
comes ruler;" and likev.rise ruin is 
forthcoming wht>n the general 
rules the stat2 forcibly through 
his armies. 
I have two questions in meek de-
fense of him. What survives long-
est in a man-wealth, strength, or 
knowl·edge? And is not the ultimate 
problem of the state that of mere 
survival? At any rate such is 
Pl2to's psychological problem. 
And his solution?· Send everv-
one over ten years of age "out into 
the country" so that the children 
will "thus be protetted from the 
habits of their parents." Establish 
universal education, and for ten 
years teach these children athletics 
to provide healthy bodies mathe: 
matics, science and history, and 
soften all with harmonious music. 
At the age of twenty there will 
come the "Great Elimination " a 
test, after which those who 'fail 
will be assigned the economic tasks I of ~he society. They will be the 
businessmen, workers and farmers. 
To those remaining give another 
ten years of education. Then an-
~er test. to determine the auxili-
Stag Miller Scores Fourth 
In Five School Slalom Race 
:J/ie Platonic Wo,.f J 
(Continued from page two) 
aries and army officers. The re-
maining few will receive five ad-
ditional years of education. 
And of what will this education 
consist? Why, Philosophy, of 
course. And with what shall we 
begin this philosophy? Why, what 
else but the Platonic doctrine of 
Ideas ! And this doctrine will give 
, our children clear thinking! But j here, by obscurity through poetry, 
l Plato slips mightily. However, after five years of 
philosophy and theoretical educa-
tion, these young elite are to be 
I pushed into t he "cave," to face the concrete world, without favor, for 
fifteen years. Those who survive, 
"scarred and fifty," shall be the 
philosopher-kings, fit to rule the 
state. And they will Jive a com-
munistic life, free from economit 
worry. They will have only such 
of the world's goods as is their 
necessity, no more. Their only con· 
cern shall be for the state . . . . 
Plato's single attempt to estab-
lish his "Republic" met with grim 
failure when he could not educate 
a certain king to the fact that he 
would have to become a philoso-
pher or cease to be king if he 
wanted his kingdom turned into 
Utopia. 
Probably the greatest t r ibute to 
Plato was in the Laboratores 
(workers), Bela tores (soldiers), 
and Ora tores (clergy), which con-
stituted the Medieval society of 
Europe for a thousand years. The ; 
latter group held sway over the 
entire civilization of Christendom, 
and they lived a monastic life, free 
from economic worry and family 
cares. 
Such is Plato's solution to the 
psychological problem, the politi-
cal problem and the ethical prob-
lem of man. His greatest fault is 
probably that he ignored the in· 
evitable "changing" characteristic 
of mankind, which, incidentally, 
was the Waterloo of our already 
cited medieval society, in that the 
middle class arose to disturb mat-
ters with its economic power (if 
we really dig back we will find 
that this disturbance came. not 
from an economic, but from a new 
religious embryo). 
But "man's significance is that 
he can image a better world," and 
this is Plato's, When this signifi- 1 
eance terminates man will be stag-
nation. So-Quo Vadis? 
-----
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Dick Miller, Portland Junior 
College Senior, placed fourth in a 
field of forty men in general ski 
competition against Colby, Bates, 
Bowdoin, and the University of 
Maine, at Pleasant Mountain in 
Bridgton on Sunday, January 13. 
' Miller, PJC's top Slalom artist, 
flashed across the finish line 61.31 
seconds. Other PJC skiers were: 
John Andrews, who finished in 
85.01; Robert Cash, finishing in 
89.21, with one fall; Wayne Mc-
Duffie, crossing in 89.29, with one 
fall; Marty Craine, following in 
93.20; and Richard Grant, finish-
ing in 120.60, with two falls. 
According to Robert Cash, chair-
man of the Ski Club, Po11;land 
Junior College placed last in the 
Pleasant Mountain meet, the rea-
son being, said Cash, that the 
other colleges have w~ll organized 
clubs, and authorized cuts for 
team members. 
An outing for Ski Clubbers and 
interested students is tentatively 
scheduled for February 1st to the 
3rd, at Sugarloaf Mountain in 
Kingfield. 
Vets Return 
To Court Ball 
Four of last year's Stag basket-
ball · team have returned with their 
gym shoes, awaiting another sea-
son of action. These are Bob Darl-
ing, who captained last year's team 
Dave Ritchie, Al Cummings, and 
Ray Welch. 
On October 11 Coach Ralph Bal-
lou and Manager Norm LaCharite 
attended the first meeting of the 
Western Maine Intercollegiate 
Basketball Conference held at the 
Y. M. C. A. Mr. Vangerg, Presi-
dent of the Conference, moved that 
Portland Junior College be accept-
ed as the fifth member of the Con-
ference. The other members voted 
their approval unanimously, and 
sche.dules were drawn up for the 
commg season. Other schools re-
presented in the Conference are 
Portland University, Maine Vo-
cational Technical Institute St 
Francis College, and Nasson' Col~ / 
lege. 
Coach Ballou stated that the 
basketball season means four and 
a half months of work. Re said J 
that this year, being members of 
the Conference automatically com-
mits us to eight games. He went 
on to say that we shall not schedule 
n:ore then twelve other games to 
g'lVe us a total of twenty. 
P J C Dixieland Band 
In Combined Jazz 
Plays 
Concert 
Portland Junior College's Dixie-
land Band worked up a jam session 
with vocalist Barbara Meister at 
Westbrook Junior College's Alum-
nae Lounge, December 3, 8 to 9 
P.M. The joint program was 
arranged through the efforts of 
Janie Genthner, Junior Dean of 
Westbrook J uniol·, and Bud Quincy, 
Director of the Dixieland Band. 
Included among the Dixielanders 
were Jack Lynn, trumpet; Ed Le-
CJ I Febv1:e, drums; Vince Battles, 
ear Jeonehf piano; Jim 1:,ibby, Cla$s of '55, sax; r • • • and Bud Qurncy, trombone. 
P. J. C. Campus 
January, 1957. 
Wit,h my pen following instructions .from a castle-building mind, 
1 say hello to you once more, old friend. Hoping and knowing that 
,·ou arc still of !u,:,ty health, I bid you to be at ease-fo1· I am the same. 
· IL was I fear, of ancient time when I last thrust one of my inter-
pretations ~f college life upon you. In fact, time has since blown so 
mam· dusty bits of information at me that I cannot even recall the 
subject wiih which I dealt. .Nor does. i~ matter. For 1 have dreamed 
up a nc,, hypothes1:;. One th~t. deals witn the greenhorns. of knowl~dge, 
the haters or fallacy, the sterlmg learners, and the seekers of enlight-
enment, who colonize this coll_ege campus. . 
My qualincat10n for makmg play of the student.-b?dY LS the l'esu!t 
of my observations of the students in the past as I tried to poll theu 
highbrowism ior ~EWS editorials. I say ·'tried" in lhe light of my 
failure to put their opinion? ~n.to words, yet the re;,uli:5 .seer,n to_ warrant 
the followino- attempt at d1V1s1on. In regard to part1c1pation m extra-
cunicular a;tivitie,, I ha\'e obsewed th1 ee definite divisions. 
First there are the listcne,·s. Andrew Lang's liltle pitchers with 
the great 'big ears. fn this group is t he great mass of the student body 
-t11ose students whose ears a re equipped with radioacti ve 1·ays, ready 
at all times to suppress any incominp; waves sugg~sting 0:ctivity. The_se 
arc the wise men. For they care not to taste defeat, be1np; content m 
their obscurity. Listeners should not be looked down upon for they 
are not really inattentive nor do they really mean to be non-suppo1ters. 
It's just that their s uperior brilliance makes them self-conscJous and, 
thus they flee deep into the masses-ever ready to press a. magic button, 
ma:..ing them stone deaf. 
Secondly there are the talkers. Those students blessed with overt 
Joquaciousnes;, viz., the ~abbers, jawers, jabberers, chatterboxes, 
praterers, gossipers, chatterers,. ranters, blabbe1•1n-s. prattlers, twi;d-
dlers, babblers, driveler;;. and t1ttle-tattle1·s (not to be confused '."1th 
the tatUe-talers). In their own wo1·ds, they are the great guard1~ns 
of PJC's extracunicular activities. Often hidden in their verbosity 
of nonsense is th(' fact that should a sl1ip sall too near their wind it 
would be scorched by hot air. The reputation of this group often 
results in one falsely classifyinl! individuals who also are orally fluent 
but who have learned that sp0eech is a medium of saying something. 
And as the t hird type there a1·e those students who elsewhere 
would bc> tbe very enerJ?~" of society. Those with inflexible strength 
ancl rnvincible stamina. Yet even as I label them leaders, I am aware 
of misus,ng the term. For nt PJC these leaders ~re.not lea,ders at all-
thev are but fools. Blind fools stubbornly contmumg their unsuccess-
ful 'attempt, to lead. Uut ,··e mu:1t not be too harsh on them. For who 
can show the wav when there is none to follow? Anywhere but here 
thew fools would be distinguished leaders and thel'efore I shall persist 
in calling them as such at PJC. Despite the fact t~at the lis~ners are 
too busy listening and the talkei·s are too busy talking to be interested 
in fol lowing. 
And t.hat old friend fa the sad state of extracurricular activities 
at P,JC. (lri c~se you are' curious as to which type t q~alify for, allo".7 
me to set your mind at ease. For in all modesty I reframed from class1-
f:ving mygelf and thus avoided a fourth type-the idlers.) 
' · As always, 
Rob Fay 
Editor'& Note: Mr. Fay's finances were in a rneage_r state and ~o 
in view of his past work for the NEWS, we allowed him to use th!• 
apace to save him the price of a three·cent &tamp. We suggest that if 
our readers want to prevent more of this correspondence, they hurriedly 
present Rob with a supply of stamps. 
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On 
Sports · 
by Norm LaCharite 
Dehibernating from my opium 
den a few days past, I picked up 
a. local rag and lo, to my surpl'ise, 
there before my eres, in bare bold-
faced print, was the astounding 
eetiture exposing the fact that the 
Portland Junior College Stags had 
swept three basketball games in 
consecutive order. Deo Gratias! 
Just a jest though, for I happen to 
be the Jocals' manal{er, and have 
kept quite up to <.late on the vic-
tories. / 
In the Western !Haine Intercol-
legiate Baskelball Confe1·ence 
standings, tl1e Stags are still lag-
ging behind on percentage points. 
slightly tailing Nasson College. 
Nasson no longer is the £eared one, 
havin~ come to withm very few 
point« of being defeated by MVTI 
and St. Francis College. This is 
1n·obably due to the fact that Des· 
Coteau. who scored :l2 points in the 
first encounter with PJC. Sadler, 
and l\Iuller have been benched, 
due, perhaps to scholastic reasons. 
lt's a big blo,\· to Coach Fred Case 
who had hopes of easily sweeping 
the Conference title. 
Looks Favorable 
As it stands. the Stags split the 
two gamel> ·with Nasson, losing the 
first one 78-70; they trounced over 
St. Francis, leaving one game yet 
to be played with the Saints; they 
have a home an<l away game to 
play with !l'Ir. Vanberg's Portland 
Uruversity outfit; un<l the)' have a 
home and away game with the 
2\1VTI Electricians from across the 
wate1·s. From this angle it looks 
quite favol'able for the PJC quin-
tet. 
The PJC rccol'Cl thus far is a 
not-so-impressive fou r and five It 
is interesting to note that the fou1· 
games won were played at home, 
and the five games lost were away 
trips. There is no cause and effect 
relationship, 1 would venture to 
say. It's in the book. 
Gross Of "Dis's" 
The basketba ll situation at Port-
land Junior College was in a sol"t 
of a smoggy atmosphere for a 
pet'i"od, tending to have created a 
g1·oss of "dis's", such as dissatis-
faction. dlscontent . disagreement, 
and disfavor. It is all due to at-
titudes. of very childish sorts, and 
with a little adjustment the wrink-
les could certainly be ironed out. 
I do hope so. 
Back to the den, I fear. Too 
many monkeys. 
Next Bidder! Are those onions?? 
The Lineup 
!JJeaver's !JJaff 
Hoil the Queen! 84 Shades of the Jau Concert. 85 
Electioneering 
Mr. President works out 
86 87 
Our Coed. Mrs. Roberts 
Our skiing enthusiasts 
Oops! Ken stra ightened up! 
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7lssembfj Jf/_<Jhl)_<Jhls 
Mr. Melvin Stone, successful radio and newspaper executive and a gradullle of Portland Junior College 
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DEAN LUTHER I. BONNEY'S ADDRESS ON THE OCCASION 
OF THE LAST ASSEMBLY OF STUDENTS TO BE HELD AT 
PORTLAND JUNIOR COLLEGE. 
Day before yesterday I received a letter from President Hauck. He 
reported that the comptroller of the State had informed him that the 
bills concerning the merger had been passed by the legislature and that 
the merger was in process of taking place. I suppose that you all under-
stand - perhaps you do not - that these bills were approved in the 
ordinary way, not as emergency measures. That means that a period of 
90 days must pass in which time the opposition can call for a referendum, 
so that the completion of the merger will not take place until 90 days 
from the time the bill was passed, as I recall it. That will be some time 
the latter part of August. But as no opposition of any consequence has 
developed along the way, it does not seem probable that any will develop 
now. 
Consequent ly. I think this occasion perhaps as well as any may be said 
to mark the end of an era. Mr. J aques has signed me up as giving a 
Valedictory. It is natural for me to look back a bit on the years that have 
passed. They have been good years, challenging years, years of good 
fellowship. years of growth on the part of both students and faculty. 
I belong to that era. rather than to the new, and shall be associated with 
that rather than the new phase of the college. 
However, I would rather think of this time as a salutatory rather thQn \':lS 
a valedictory - a saluting of the new era. 
It is probable as many of you have said that some of the things that 
we prize most in our present situation may be lost, such as +,he small 
numbers - and small numbers have a real value in education , as all the 
other Maine colleges with the exception of the University of Maine make 
evident by their determination to stay small. This group will no doubt 
enlarge quite rapidly in the near future and that will cause a readjustment 
in many of the things we find most helpful such as the association between 
teachers and students, one of the most fruitful aspects of our existence, I 
believe. Also, the chance for people who have made mistakes to recover 
here and get on the track again will probably be somewhat limited in the 
fu'ture. 
As a matter of fact we have not been the typical junior college in the 
past because the typical junior college has had more people in the terminal 
programs than in the continuing programs. We tried a little experiment of 
the terminal type but found it inadvisable or unsatisfactory. So practically 
all our courses are standard college courses, having a parallel in some col-
leges if not in all. We have thus been an attenuated standard college doing 
some things t hat a standard college cannot do. That has helped a great 
many people. We are glad that we have been able to do it. We shall be 
sorry about some things as may be impossible in the future for this 
institution, but I believe that if the need is sufficiently evident there will 
be some way in which it can be met in this community. 
qq 
But this is the time to take the long look ahead. You want to do it, I want 
to do it; every one associated with us should be interested in the things 
to come. We know that already the State of Maine has appropriated 
money in excess of any single sum we have ever had to work with. There 
will be science facilities, we expect, before a year from next September; 
and there will be money added to the current expense account, which we 
have always had to provide out of our tuition. The tuition will be lower 
than that required in the past. A ll these things are, of course, helpful. 
There will be an extension, somewhat slo:...-ly perhaps, of the curriculum, 
especially in the line of science but probably not too much change in the 
coming year. 
Ta king the long look ahead, however, we can see permanent buildings 
on this beautiful spot; we can see a lot of things that will serve this com-
munity in a ...,ay that it is doubtful the independent junior college could 
have equalled. For that reason I look to the future instead of the past in 
my own thinking, to the challenge of it and the opportunities that wi ll be 
here. I hope that as many as possible of the values that we have achieved 
may be worked over into the new era - but that will not be for me to 
determine except in the initial stage. 
I would like to point out to the seniors that we are working on a gather-
ing _of alumni some time in August to do honor to the directors who have 
worked with us so faithfully through the years, and through whose efforts 
our present facilities have been largely obtained. I hope the present sen-
iors who will soon become alumni will support that endeavor and be 
present to give tribute to the people who quietly, behind the scenes, have 
spent a great deal of time and thought and many of them a lot of money, 
running around and doing errands, for which they have never charged 
a cent. I think they should have an excellent ovation as they near the end 
of their period of service. 
Then let us look ahead hopefully, courageously, and go about indus-
triously building a better future for ourselves individually and collectively. 
I asked Mr. Goff. our authority on phi lology, what the antonym for "vale-
dictory" is. He. said the nearest thing he could think of was "salutatory." 
So let me repeat - let's call this the salutatory for the new era. In this 
connection ·Mr. Goff brought to mind a very famous title to a rather 
famous production by Longfellow called " Morituri Salutamus." Now most 
of you don't know what that means. It probably applies to me more 
specifically than to anybody else. It means "We who are about to die, 
salute you." I hope that I shall still survive awhile and whatever help I 
can give to this institution will always be available. 
But you and the future generations, I hope, will remember thankfully 
the t ime when the larger opportunities and the greater challenges were 
presented to you through the act of this merger. I thank you all and hope 
to see a great many of you back next year to take part in the first chapter 
of the new era. 
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Laundry - Cleansing - Diapers - Storage 
Routes in Portland and Suburbs 
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Compliments of 
BODWELL- LEIGHTON CO. 
510 Cumberland Ave. 
DESOTO PLYMOUTH 
Compliments of 
L. C. ANDREW 
Lumber and Building Materials 
OFFICE AND FACTORY 
South Windham 
Maine 
TWIN OAKS2-673 I 
SALES AND DISPLAY 
187 Brighton Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
SPruce 2-1965 
Compliments 
of 
BANCROFT AND MARTIN 
ROLLING MILLS CO. 
Compliments to 
Class of '57 
COCA-COLA 
BOTTLING CO., INC. 
Compliments of 
BOSTON SHOE 
PORTLAND LEWISTON 
BIDDEFORD BATH 
OAKHURST DAIRY 
Milk and Cream 
364 Forest Avenue Portland, Maine 
COCA-COLA 
A FRIEND 
PAUL'S JEWELRY 
Portland 
Biddeford 
Dover 
Compliments of 
CUMBERLAND 
SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION 
185 Middle St. Portland, Maine 
Compliments of 
PORTEOUS, MITCHELL, AND 
BRAUN CO. 
Compliments of 
Congress Street 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Compliments of 
TOWN TAXI COMPANY 
Eastland Hotel Bldg. 
CRESSEY AND ALLEN 151 High St. Portland All Cabs Radio Dispatched 
CARS FOR HIRE 
Sightseeing 
LARGEST CAB OPERA TOR 
NORTH BOSTON 
Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 
Maine's Leading Stationer 
and 
Office Outfitter 
ESTABLISHED 1868 
SPruce 2-0111 
LORING SHORT & HARMON 
Monument Sq. Portland 
Compliments of 
MAINE HARDWARE 
Compliments of 
THE HARRIS COMPANY 
Congress Street 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
... Marine and General Hardware 
... Paints and Varnishes 
... Mill Supplies BLAINE RESTAURANT 
AND 
HARRIS OIL COMPANY 
... CITIES SERVICE FUEL OILS 
.. . G.E. Heating Equipment 
Commercial Street 
PORTLAND MAINE 
Compliments of 
572 Congress St. 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
YANKEE DISTRIBUTORS 
Pickwick Haffenreffer 
Carling Black Label 
Carlings Red Cap 
Miller High Life 
Wishing All the Students Success 
With Their Vocations 
BLOTNER TRAILER SALES 
238 Main St. Rte. No. I South Portland 
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED FROM STUDENTS 
PORTLAND MOTOR SALES 
Forest Avenue Portland, Maine 
Good Taste and Smart Styling at Reasonable Prices 
Are Why 
BENOIT AUTHENTIC UNIVERSITY FASHIONS 
Are Preferred by College Men 
A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY 
Monum.ent Square Portland, Maine 
WARREN'S STANDARD PRINTING PAPERS 
Made in Maine 
by 
S. D. WARREN COMPANY 
MILLS: 
Cumberland Mills, Maine Gardiner, Maine 
AGENT: 
C. M. RICE PAPER COMPANY, Portland, Maine 
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY 
MAINE IS FULL OF OPPORTUNITIES 
IT IS YOUR JOB TO DEVELOP THEM 
Compliments of 
MERRILL TRANSPORT COMPANY 
Specializing in Petroleum Hauling 
Servit1g Maine and New Hampshire 
- TERMINALS -
PORTLAND AUBURN AUGUSTA 
BANGOR SEARSPORT 
WE BUY . . . SELL . . . SW AP 
REVOLVERS ... RIFLES . . . SHOTGUNS 
SPORTING GOODS 
GOODYEAR 
RUBBER PRODUCTS CO. 
Est. 1883 
237 Middle Street 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Complete Outfitters for Sportsmen 
FISHING TACKLE 
$100 
FINE 
D 
I 
A 
M 
0 
N 
D 
s 
From $50. 
$200. 
DIVIDED PAYMENTS 
AT NO 
EXTRA COST 
SPRINGER'S JEWELERS 
580 Congress Street 
AMMUNITION 
HOTEL GRA YMORE 
Featuring 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE - DINE AND DANCE 
We Cater to 
Weddings, Parties, Organizations 
Compliments 
of 
DAY'S 
Jewelers Opticians 
489 Congress Street 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
C oal - Coke - Fuel Oils 
B. G. PRIDE 
CO., INC. 
Oil Burners and Stokers 
543 Main Street 
WESTBROOK, MAINE 
Compliments of 
Compliments of 
UTILITY 
GAS STORE 
91 5 Forest Ave. 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
THE HARRIS CO. 
Marine and Industrial Supplies 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Compliments 
of 
HUNNEWELL 
TRUCKING COMPANY 
Daily Service Between Portland and Boston 
TELEPHONE Sp 28357 
551-561 Commercial Street Portland, Maine 
JACKSON STUDIOS 
Graduation Photographs 
PORTLAND 
Compliments of 
TRAFTON'S 
SHOE STORE 
Westbrook Maine 
MAINE 
Congratulations to 
the Class of '57 
HAY AND PEABODY 
HUB FURNITURE CO. 
Complete Home Furnishings 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
440 Congress Street 
PORTLAND 
42 Main Street 
BRUNSWICK 
E. N. 
CUNNINGHAM 
co. 
Plu mbing and Heating 
363 Cumberland Avenue 
PORTLAND MAINE 
Telephone: Sp-29671 
\ 
OWEN MOORE'S 
FASHIONS 
MEN 'S SHOP ... Street Floor 
BOYS' CENTER .. . Street Floor 
Maine's Largest Selection 
of Quality 
COATS 
SUITS DRESSES 
A Completely New Ultra-Modern Store 
in Which to Shop 
There's dwrislwd New Eni?land tradition in each c11 n 
of B & M Brick-Oven Rnked Beans ... Old t.ime ffavo r, 
loo, tha n ks Lo hours and hours of open pot baking in real brick ovens. HEc'at and 
enjo_v Lhcm in minutt•s a long wit.h st.earned o r toast ed B & M Hrown Hn-ad. 
l3e_d«A.t., ~ ~ BURN HAM & MORR ILL CO .. PO RTLAN D 2, MAIN E 
~e B~!~~:~V~! .!,.~~D .. !fA.~S! 
WOODFORD'S 
HARDWARE AND PLUMBING 
SUPPLY COMPANY 
695 Forest Avenue Telephone: Spruce 4-2604 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Open Mondays Until 9 P .M. 
DUPONT PAINTS 
Compliments of 
THE LAFAYETTE 
"Portland's Favorite Hotel" 
N. T. FOX CO., INC. 
Building Materials 
QUALITY AND SERVICE 
Portland, Maine 
Compliments of 
HUMPTY DUMPTY 
POTATO CHIPS 
Compliments 
of a 
FRIEND 
FOSTER -AVERY'S 
"Complete Outfitters to Men and Boys" 
Celebrating 
Compliments 
of 
SAMUEL ACETO AND COMPANY 
40 Preble Street 
Portland , Maine 
TELEPHONES: 
Spruce 2-3789 and 2-3780 
60 Years 
THE EASTLAND 
Portland, Maine 
Home of Radio Station WCSH and WCSH-TV 
Maine's Largest Hotel - 730 Rooms 
Fireproof Modern Friendly 
at the 
Variety of 
Merchandise 
at 
DRY CO 
"Quick Service" 
Hardware 
621 Forest Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
Plenty of Free Parking 
Three Restaurants Two Cocktail Lounges Air Conditioned 
Room Rates Start at $3.50 Single 
GARAGE CONNECTED 
Radio in Every Room 500 Rooms With Television 
For Reservations . . . Call SPruce 2-5411 
SWEARINGEN 
MOTORS 
Forest Avenue Portland, Maine 
AMUICA'S FOIEMOST FOOD RUAILU • , • SINCE 1859 
Super Markets 
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY 
FARRAR - BROWN COMPANY 
Dartmouth at Forest Ave. 
Portland 5, Maine 
Distributors 
Automotive Parts and Shop Equipment 
Housewares and Appliances 
Branches in 
Augusta, Biddeford, Houlton, Madawaska, 
Portland, Presque Isle, Rockland, Rumford 
and Waterville 
Compliments 
of 
TEDDY'S TRAVELUNCH 
This space has been bought by this 
year's graduating class to honor one of 
last year's graduates: 
CLYDE McDONALD 
AUCTIONEER 
Clyde generously gave his time and 
auctioneering ability to this year's 
Senior Class, making every auction a 
successful one. 
LET OUR THANKFULNESS REMAIN RE-
CORDED AS EVIDENCE OF CLYDE'S HIGH 
CHARACTER AND ABILITY. 
Candy 
for 
Everyone 
at 
HAVEN'S CANDY 
500 Forest A venue Portland 
CAMFIELD FLEXITONE AGENCY 
DuKane - Intercom -Telephone 
Recorders 
Dial Spruce 47053 
57 Portland Street 
Portland, Maine 
Compliments 
of 
UNIVERSAL LAUNDRY 
A Message to the ST AG Staff 
We fully recognize the se rvice rendered to the student body 
by those who have voluntarily put so much t ime and talent into 
the creation of this 1957 Stag. The purchase of this space 
stands as a token of our sincere appreciation of your good work, 
and we "oldsters" are glad to have this chance to make a low, 
a lbeit figurative, bow in your d irection. 
Speaking for ourselves, we say. "Thanks for a job well done." 
We are confident that the students as a whole share our 
sentiments. 
The Faculty 
The Office Staff 
The Culinary Dept. 
The Janitorial Staff 
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cSponsors 
The Stag is g rateful for the financial support of the following alumni 
and other friends of the college. 
Philip D. Anderson 
137 Brentwood St. 
Portland, Maine 
Mr: and Mrs. Teddy R. Bankson 
Fowler Road 
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 
Theodore Barris 
97 A Exchange Street 
Portland, Maine 
Peter Barris 
723 South Main St. 
Wichita, Kansas 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Benson 
154 Stevens Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
Philip F. Boivin, Lt. USAF 
34 Angell Ave. 
South Portland, Maine 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Bullett 
I South St. 
Freeport, Maine 
Warren T. Burnell, Jr. 
80 Pine St. 
South Portland, Maine 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Clockedile 
Yarmouth, Maine 
Robert C. Fay 
East Waterboro, Maine 
Constantine P. Ferrante 
I St. Lawrence St. 
Portland, Maine 
Mrs. Donald A. Fisher 
16 Highland Ave. 
South Portland, Maine 
Walter E. Foss 
465 Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 
Leonard V. Fulton 
I 12 Pa rk St. 
Portland, Maine 
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grenier 
14 N. Garand St. 
Winslow, Maine 
Chester R. Hall 
14 Crescent Hill 
Wakefield, Mass. 
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Frank H. Hobbs 
230 Cottage Rd. 
South Portland, Maine 
Frederich M. Jackson, Jr. 
U.S. Army 
Karlsruhe, Germany 
Robert A. Kelly 
262 Forest Ave. 
Westbrook, Maine 
Chester A. Kennedy 
Health Dept., Y.M.C.A. 
Portland· Bangor, Maine 
Gordon F. La Bay 
59 Richardson St. 
Portland, Maine 
Mr. ancf Mrs. Guy Lenentine 
124 Emery Street 
Portland, Maine 
Gerald M. Lewis 
158 Olive Ave . 
Lawrence, Mass. 
Raymond D. Maher 
1337 Broadway 
South Portland, Maine 
Pvt. James Mercer, Jr. 
U.S. 51293764, 583 Med. Co. 
(Amb) (Sep) APO- I 80, New York 
Norman E. Pierce 
Alpha Kappa Sigma 
Northeastern University 
Morris J. Reef 
53 Alton Place 
Brookline, Mass. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund C. Ritchie 
38 Richardson St. 
Portland, Maine 
Kenneth C. Starrett 
1505 Buena Vista 
Sa n Clemente, Calif. 
Mr. and Mrs. Parker l. Starrett 
18 Richardson St. 
Portland, Maine 
Merrill Taylor 
So. Waterboro, Maine 
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